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The object of the work presented here has been to test
the existing theories of the bremsstrahlung process by experimentally
measuring the radiation intensity due to monoenergetic electrons
incident on thin targets. The existing quantum theories can be
classified into two groups: (1) the non-relativistic theories, using
Schroedinger wave functions and (2) the relativistic theories, using
Dirac wave functions in the first Born-approximation. However,
for electron energies between about 10 key and 1 Mev these theories
are not, in general, rigorously applicable. The work presented
here was undertaken to make experimental measurements of the
bremsstrahlung intensity spectra in this theoretically- awkward
energy region.
Thin targets of gold, silver, copper, and aluminum
were prepared by vacuum evaporation of the metals onto collodion
backings. These targets were then bombarded by 50, 40, and 20
kev electrons using a specially-designed electron gun and target
chamber. The bremsstrahlung intensity was measured at six
angles between 30 degrees and 130 degrees with a carefully-chosen
scintillation detector using a 1/2 inch diameter by 1/4 inch thick
NaI (Tl) crystal.
A semi-empirical detector response matrix corrected for
detector resolution, radiation window absorption, crystal efficiency,
and iodine escape was computed and inverted by the IBM 709
Computer at the M. I. T. Computation Center. This inverse matrix
was then used to reduce the experimental pulse height spectra to
their corresponding photon spectra. In cases where inversion
oscillations were serious the photon spectra were deduced by
iteration.
The results of this experiment, after approximate correc-
tion for electron-electron bremsstrahlung, were compared with the
Sommerfeld non- relativistic theory and the Sauter -B ethe-He itler
relativistic, Born-approximation theory with an average experimental
error of about 10 percent. The Sommerfeld theory predicts the
bremsstrahlung spectral shape quite well; however, this theory
predicts an angular distribution symmetric about 90 degrees which
is not as observed. It is shown that by using the approximate rela-
tivistic correction factor (1 - p cos )- 2, where P is the ratio of
(Abstract Continued)
electron initial velocity to the velocity of light and 0 is the angle of
observation, the Sommerfeld theory represents the experimental
spectra quite well in shape as well as in angular distribution;
however, the experimental intensities are consistently lower in
absolute value than the corrected Sommerfeld theory by about
35 percent on the average. The Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory
predicts the angular distribution peaking quite well even though
the Born-approximation criterion 1s clearly violated; however,
the spectral shape is poorly predicted by this theory.
Thesis Supervisor: Robley D. Evans
Title: Professor of Physics
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C HA PT E R I
Introduction
A. Motivation
It is well known that when a charged body incurs an
acceleration, electromagnetic radiation is emitted. Such radiation
is called bremsstrahlung (from the German, meaning braking-
radiation) when such a moving charged body is accelerated as it
passes through matter. For example, the continuous component of
the emission spectrum of an x-ray tube is due to (electron)
bremsstrahlung produced as electrons strike the anode surface.
The discovery of x-rays by Roentgen in 1895 came in the
explosively productive period of scientific history that ushered in the
new quantum physics. Amidst all the other scientific developments
which were contemporary with x-rays (such as the discoveries of the
photoelectric effect and natural radioactivity and the theories regard-
ing relativity, black-body radiation and atomic structure), it is interest-
ing to observe that the x-ray field has suffered negligible losses in
popularity since its founding some sixty-five years ago. This is no
doubt largely due to the multiplicity of practical applications that
were found for x-radiation, e. g., in the medical fields. Within the
last decade several new uses for bremsstrahlung have motivated the
search for a better understanding of the process. For example, a
converter target,, placed in the beam of a high energy electron accel-
erator, yields bremsstrahlung suitable for initiating photo-induced
nuclear reactions such as neutron or meson production. Safe storage
of beta-radioactive sources of high activity requires not only
protection against the relatively short-range beta particles but also
against the bremsstrahlung produced as the beta rays are stopped
by the shielding material. Space experiments to date have indicated
intense proton and electron fluxes in the inner and outer Van Allen
belts, respectively. The protection of future space travelers from
the resulting bremsstrahlung hazard therefore has arisen as a new
complication in the design of space vehicles. In the field of medical-
or bio-physics an important application of the bremsstrahlung process
arises for in vivo . determination of internal beta-radioactivity present
in animals and humans. For example, radioactive strontium from
radioactive fallout, is chemically similar to calcium and therefore
concentrates mainly in the bone. Since there is no accompanying
gamma radiation in this case, a convenient in vivo method for
quantitative determination of the internal activity could involve
investigation of the bremsstrahlung produced as the beta particles
are stopped in the bone and surrounding tissue.
In order to obtain quantitative information about any of
the possible applications of bremsstrahlung, such as those mentioned
above, it is clear that the bremsstrahlung process must first be
fully understood. The work presented in this paper was undertaken
since there had been very few attempts to test the existing electron
bremsstrahlung theories, especially in the theoretically awkward,
mildly-relativistic electron energy region.
B. Previous Work
Considerable insight into the process of bremsstrahlung
has been gained from experiments utilizing beta-ray sources and/or
thick targets. However, the following discussion will be essentially
limited to previous experimental investigations of the energy and
angle distribution of monoenergetic-electron thin-target bremsstrahlung
which have made major contributions to the subject. Such a discussion
will suffice as a basis for the present work.
From the earliest investigations of the continuous x-ray
spectrum it was observed that (1) the spectral shape was dependent
only on the x-ray tube voltage whereas (2) the spectral intensity was
a function of both the tube voltage and target material. A systematic
study of the spectral shape was made by Ulrey (U1. 18) using a
crystal diffraction spectrometer. He concluded (1) that for a given
tube voltage no radiation is emitted below some minimum wavelength
and, furthermore (2) that the corresponding maximum (cut-off)
frequency is directly proportional to the tube voltage. Duane and
Hunt had earlier deduced the law bearing their names which inter-
preted bremsstrahlung as an inverse photoelectric effect; that is,
they deduced that the maximum bremsstrahlung photon-energy
emitted is just equal to the kinetic energy of the impinging electron.
Using Einsteint s photoelectric equation in reverse (neglecting the
work function), Duane and Hunt (Dl. 15) used a skillfully executed
thick-target bremsstrahlung experiment to accurately determine
Planckt s constant.
The bremsstrahlung energy spectra at three angles
(400, 900 and 1400) were obtained by Nicholas (NI. 29) with a
crystal diffraction spectrometer using 45 key electrons and thin
gold and aluminum leaf targets. The intensity spectra displayed
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definite energ-y independence for both targets and all three angles up
to 45 key where the spectra dropped abruptly to zero. The relative
intensities for 400, 900 and 1400 were about 3, 2 and 1, respectively;
the spectral dependence on Z, the atomic number, was not clear due
to experimental errors. Duane (D2. 27) observed the radiation inten-
sity from a mercury vapor target bombarded with electrons of energy
about 12 key. He found the bremsstrahlung intensity does not fall to
zero in the forward direction as classical theory predicts. Perhaps
the most convincing measurements of the energy and angle distribu-
tion of bremsstrahlung before 1930 were made by Kulenkampff (Ki. 28).
He bombarded thin foils of gold (0. 08 microns thick) and aluminum
(0. 6 microns thick) with electrons of energies of 16. 4, 24. 0, 31. 0
and 37. 8 key. Using Ross (RI. 28) differential absorption filters and
an ion chamber he observed the radiation intensity emitted in three
energy bands (centered at 28. 5, 23. 4 and 17. 0 kev) for angles from
220 to 1500. At 31 kev he observed the intensity was a maximum for
all three energy bands at about 600, not at 900 as classical theory
suggests. Other discrepancies between classical theory and experi-
ment appeared from polarization measurements by Duane (D3. 29)
and Kulenkampff (K2. 29).
In order to explain these experimental re sults, the
classical theories, due to Stokes and Thomson and to Sommerfeld,
and the semi-quantum theories, due to Kramers and to Wentzel, had
to be discarded. Sommerfeldt s non-relativistic quantum-mechanical
theory (1931) and the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler relativistic, Born approxi-
mation, quantum-mechanical theory (1934) were proposed to resolve
the discrepancies between theory and experiment and have been the
basis for comparison with most of the experimental studies in this
field since 1935. For extreme-relativistic electrons the exact
quantum-mechanical treatment by Bethe and Maximom has met with
rather good success.
Clark and Kelley (C1. 41) measured the absolute radiation
intensity for one angle (600) and one energy band (centered at 26.2
kev) using Ross filters for thin Al targets (360 and 685 angstroms
thick) bombarded by 31. 7 key electrons. They report their results
to be about twenty times greater than Sautert s and Scherzert s
theories; however, an error in units was located making their
results now agree, within their large (33 percent) experimental
uncertainty, with Weinstockt s calculations of the Sommerfeld theory.
A similar experiment was performed by Smick and Kirkpatrick
(Si. 41) at an angle of 880 using Ross filters and an ion chamber to
separate one energy band (centered at 8. 7 kev) of the intensity
spectrum due to the bombardment of 15. 0 key electrons on a thin
(500 angstroms) Nickel target. Their results differed by a factor
of 2 to 3 from the Sommerfeld theory.
Another type of experiment was performed by Harworth
and Kirkpatrick (Hi.42) to check the electron-energy dependence of
the intensity spectrum. A thin (200 angstroms) Nickel target was
bombarded with electrons of energies between 12 and 80 key. The
radiation intensity was observed at an angle of 93. 50 using Ross
filters and an ion chamber to separate two energy bands centered at
24. 9 and 12. 3 key. They found excellent agreement with Sommerfeldt s
theory for the relative intensity as a function of tube (acceleration)
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voltage for each energy band. However, the theory indicates that
the intensity versus tube voltage curves for the two energy bands should
be separated more (on the intensity scale)- than experiment shows.
For a given energy band, thin target bremsstrahlung intensity versus
tube voltage behaves, very roughly, as a decaying exponential but
dropping abruptly to zero below a tube voltage corresponding to the
center energy of the band. The thick target intensity behaves very
differently. This intensity begins from zero just at the cut-off
voltage but rises steeply, at first, and gradually approaches a linear
behavior. It is rather interesting to now review, briefly, the very
early work of Webster (Wi. 17). Webster made an empirical fit of
thick target intensity versus tube voltage to an analytical expression.
Using several clever physical assumptions and the empirically-
deduced Thomson-Widdington law (a thick-target distance versus energy
relation), he succeeded in a calculation of the thin target intensity
versus tube voltage shape which compares favorably with experiment.
Furthermore, he was able to show that the intensity should depend on
the second power of the (radiation) wavelength. This result is
verified to some extent by Harworth and Kirkpatrick (H1. 42) who
show experimentally that the intensity varies as the wavelength to
the power x, where x is between 1. 5 and 2.
Since most of the experiments discussed to this point
have involved low and intermediate electron energies, two of the
most recent investigations in this energy range (below 100 kev) will
be discussed before reviewing the high energy experiments. Using a
proportional counter as an energy sensitive radiation detector
15
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Amrehn (Al.56) made an absolute intensity measurement at 900
for electrons of 25 and of 34 key energies incident on thin targets of
carbon, aluminum, nickel, silver and gold. He found that the shape
agreed well with Sommerfeldt s theory, but the absolute measurement
was about 15 percent higher than the theory (for silver and gold).
Finally, Motz and Placious (Ml.58) used a scintillation detector to
measure the bremsstrahlung intensity at several angles between
100 and 1400 due to 50 kev electrons incident on thin gold and
aluminum targets. Borrowing a relativistic correction factor from
Born-approximation theory, t h ey compared their data with the
Sommerfeld theory and found up to 50 percent disagreement at some
(large) angles and over some bands of the energy spectrum.
Many bremsstrahlung experiments have been carried out
which involve medium and high energy electrons. These experiments
are numerous, no doubt, largely due to the (1) availability of stable
high energies electron accelerators for general laboratory studies,
(2) relative ease in making thin targets, and (3) relative ease in
detecting and analyzing the resulting medium and high energy
bremsstrahlung quanta emitted. Koch and Carter (K3.50) studied
the bremsstrahlung radiated in the forward direction due to 19. 5 Mev
electrons striking a 5 mil (thickness) platinum target. They measured
the energy spectrum by energy measurements of electron-
pairs produced in a gas-filled cloud chamber and found good overall
agreement with the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler (SBH) theory. Another
investigation very similar to above was done by Powell, et al
(P1.51) but using 322 Mev electrons and a 20 mil platinum target.
Their relative measurements, suitably normalized, agree within
experimental error with the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory. Dewire
and Beach (D4. 51) made a relative measurement in the forward
direction using 312 Mev electrons onto a 0. 5 mil tungsten target.
Their energy spectrum, measured with a magnetic pair spectrometer,
agrees within experimental error with the shape predicted by the
Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory. LanzI and Hanson (L1.51) used
17 Mev electrons to study the Z dependence of the bremsstrahlung
process. This work is particularly useful (except for the fact that
only one electron energy was employed) since in real atoms the
effect of electronic screening introduces a dependence on Z which is
much more complicated than Z squared, as for a bare nucleus. This
study also employed a rather novel method for measuring the
bremsstrahlung intensity: measurement of the induced copper radio-
activity due to a gamma-neutron reaction on a copper-63 sample
placed in the bremsstrahlung flux. Their relative measurements
agree within one percent with the Sauter-Bethe- Heitler theory.
Finally, an investigation by Motz (M2. 55) involved electrons of
energies 0. 5 and 1. 0 Mev incident on targets of beryllium,
aluminum and gold. Using a scintillation detector, he measured
the bremsstrahlung intensity at 7 angles between 0 and 1200, but
found poor absolute agreement to theory, especially for high-Z
and large angles where the Born approximation is expected to break-
down; for example, his cross-section values are larger than the
Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory by factors of about 1.5 to 2.5 for gold
at angles of 300 or greater.
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C. Aims of the Present Study
In the light of the investigations discussed above,
several conclusions may be drawn to summarize the present state
of investigation into the bremsstrahlung process: (1) there have
been surprisingly few experiments to study the absolute
bremsstrahlung cross-section differential in energy and angle;
(2) the studies that have been made are, in general, extremely
narrow in scope usually involving only one electron energy, or one
observation angle, or one target material; (3) the comparison with
theory is somewhat confused ranging from good agreement in the
shape of the forward radiation to poor agreement in absolute measure-
ments at large angles and high-Z targets.
Most of the early low- and medium-energy experiments
employed a crystal diffraction spectrometer to measure the radia-
tion intensity. After about 1945 many new developments in electronic
pulse height analysis put radiation detection on a new footing. It is
now possible using a proportional counter or a scintillation detector,
for example, with a multi-channel pulse height analyzer system to
measure the entire radiation spectrum (at some given angle and for
some given target material) within a few minutes. It has, therefore,
been only within the last ten years that such comprehensive experi-
ments as are needed could have been done without unreasonable
difficulty.
It was decided early in this work that investigations in the
high energy range could be more readily made by laboratory groups
already having operational high energy electron accelerators. On the
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other hand, it was considered quite feasible to conduct low energy
(less than 100 kev) experiments in the present laboratory. It was
initially decided to use 50 key electrons. Furthermore, thin target
investigation was chosen since this would yield data directly compar-
able with theory although the preparation, handling, or measurement
of such thin films presents some difficulty in practice. A scintilla-
tion detector was chosen because of its much higher stopping power
(efficiency) for the radiation as compared to the better-resolution
proportional counter. Finally, it was deemed necessary to use targets
of several materials to gain some insight into the Z dependence.
Approximately six months after this present work was
started, the report of the Motz and Placious 50 key experiment
became available. It was then decided to broaden the scope of this
present work so as to overlap only slightly with the work of Motz
and Placious. Therefore, the revised aim of this present work was
based on the following procedural decisions:
(1) Two or three electron energies, between about 20 and
60 key
(2) Three or four target materials, to span some practical
range of atomic number
(3) About six angles, between 300 and 1300
(4) Scintillation detector, well-chosen for low noise and
good resolution
(5) Absolute measurement of the bremsstrahlung cross-
section differential in photon energy and angle
In brief, the aim of the present study is the investi-
gation of the intermediate, mildly-relativistic electron-energy
region where the electron has too much energy to be well described
by the non-relativistic Sommerfeld theory but too little energy to
rigorously satisfy the Born-approximation conditions of the Sauter-
Bethe-Heitler theory.
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Since this work is primarily experimental in nature, the
experimental results will be compared with existing theories of the
electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung process. The discussion below is
thus intended to present a semi-quantitative description of the theories
pertinent to this work. In the cause of completeness, this chapter
will conclude with a brief discussion of existing theories for other
types of bremsstrahlung. A collection of many of the bremsstrahlung
formulas discussed below, along with comments and corrections, has
been assembled by Koch and Motz (K6. 59).
A. Electron-Nucleus Bremsstrahlung: Classical Theory
According to classical electromagnetic theory, an accel~
erated charged particle will emit transverse radiation. The Stokes-
Thomson (S2. 98, T1. 98) theory assumed that electrons passing
through matter are slowed down due to a constant force directed
opposite to the electront s motion. Therefore, for thin targets, where
the electron direction is essentially unchanged, this theory predicts a
dipole radiation patternL having maximum intensity at 900 and zero
intensity in the forward and backward directions. As pointed out in
Chapter I, this does not agree with experimental measurements.
Sommerfeld (S3. 09) extended the theory of Stokes and
Thomson by treating the radiation dynamics relativistically using the
Lorentz transformation. Since the radiation source is actually
moving, Sommerfeldt s correction essentially amounts to one of a
C H A P T E R II
Bremsstrahlung Theory
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A;2
Doppler shift. This theory predicts an angular distribution which is
maximum at angles more forward than 900 and thus agrees more
closely with experiment, but which goes to zero at 00 and 1800 as
before. This theory is not rigorously applicable to thin target
experiments, however, since the theory assumes the electron is
brought to rest in the target.
In his semi-quantum-mechanical thin-target theory,
Kramers (K4. 23) assumed that the electrons were deflected in matter
by bare atomic nuclei. He then assumed that the electrons traversed
classical parabolic or hyperbolic orbits about the nucleus and that the
acceleration was due to the vector Coulomb force between the electron
and nucleus. Averaging over all possible impact parameters, Kramers
obtained a classical spectral distribution which has no sharp high-
energy limit. He attempted to correct this spectrum by essentially
imposing the Duane-Hunt law and simply discarding that part of the
spectrum above an energy equal to the initial electron energy. The
resulting spectrum shape shows poor agreement with experiment.
Another semi-quantum-mechanical theory was proposed by Wentzel
(W2. 24) who attempted to correct the classical spectrum of Kramers
in another manner. Wentzel compared bremsstrahlung, which classic-
ally is emitted from hyperbolic orbits, to line spectra radiation which
classically is emitted from elliptical orbits. Bohr had successfully
applied his correspondence principle to predict an energy distribution
of line spectra which has a high energy cutoff (equal to the final
energy of the electron) and which agrees with experiment. Wentzel
deduced a transformation which would convert the classical line spectra
distribution
formation t
Unfortunate
predicting a
slightly bett
to Bohrt s distribution. He then applied this same trans-
o Kramersr classical calculation of the continuous spectrum.
ly, Wentzel t s theory, although more sophisticated in
high energy cutoff than Kramers t theory, only agrees
er with experiment.
- - -
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B. Electron-Nucleus Bremsstrahlung: Non-Relativistic Quantum Theory
Non-relativistic quantum theory is generally defined as
theory derived on the basis of the Schroedinger Equation and its
resulting wave functions. Therefore, two basic assumptions inherent
in any non-relativistic theory are at once apparent: the electron
velocity is assumed to be negligible compared to the velocity of light
and all zero order effects of electron and/or nuclear spin are ignored.
Two purely- quantum- mechanical calculations for bremsstrahlung were
made independently by Oppenheimer (01. 29) and by Sugiura (S4. 29)
who computed matrix elements for transitions between the continuous
positive-energy states of an electron-nucleus system using
Schroedinger-type Coulomb wave functions. These calculations turn
out to be very difficult to evaluate and have essentially been ignored
by theorists in favor of the Sommerfeld theory described below,
1. Sommerfeld Theory
The theory of Sommerfeld (S5. 29) is based on the assump-
tion that an incident electron of energy T is deflected by a bare
atomic nucleus through an angle 6 and leaves with energy T less than
T . This energy loss T - T = hV is then carried away by a
bremsstrahlung photon. Sommerfeld treats the interaction process
such that asymptotically there is one plane wave with wave number
k 1 1
-fi
(representing the incident electron) approaching the nucleus along
the negative X-direction and a second plane wave with wave number
k2 = 2
-h
(representing the outgoing electron) leaving the nucleus at some
angle, 0, to the X-axis; v , and v 2 are the initial and final electron
velocities, respectively, m is the electron mass, and di is Planck' s
constant. Neglecting the effects of electron spin and screening,
Sommerfeld calculated the non-relativistic Coulomb wave functions of
the electron-nucleus system. He then obtained the bremsstrahlung
spectrum in the dipole approximation, discussed further below,
differential in photon energy, photon emission angles, and electron
emission angles.
In order to compare the Sommerfeld theory with experi-
ment, it was first necessary to integrate Sommerfeld' s results over
the electron emission angles. This evaluation has proved to be diffi-
cult to perform due to the often slow convergence when integrating
the hypergeometric functions from Sommerfeld' s results. Elwert
(E1. 39) carried out this integration using a series expansion which
not only results in tedious evaluation but also requires a mathematical
approximation which limits Elwertr s results to
Ze2 / hv2 - Ze / hv << 1 where Z is the atomic number and e is
the electronic charge and v and v2 are the initial and final electron
velocities, respectively.
Four main limitations of the Sommerfeld theory become
obvious when the assumptions of the theory are considered:
(1) Non-relativistic -- due to use of the Schroedinger
Equation. Theory is rigorously valid only if the initial electron
velocity is much less than the speed of light.
(2) Unscreened -- due to assumption of a bare nucleus.
Due to the long-range, unscreened Coulomb field, Sommerfeld! s
theory predicts infinite intensity at the low energy limit. Screening
is important when the de Broglie wavelength of the electron is not
small compared to the K shell radius. This condition arises for
high Z where the K shell radius is small and/or for low energy
25~
A more precise integration over the electron emission
angles was carried out by Weinstock (W3. 42) and is limited only
by the assumptions made by Sommerfeld. Weinstock s results have
been evaluated numerically in tabular and graphical form by
Kirkpatrick and Weidmann (K5. 45). Their evaluation includes a
Born-approximation-type screening correction due to Sauter, dis-
cussed below, at the low-energy limit to correct the intensity
singularity of the Sommerfeld theory at zero photon energy.
Thaler et al (T2.56) rewrote the results of Sommerfeld,
which are summed in terms of the Coulomb field, in terms of an
angular distribution (multipole) expansion. By noting the similarity
of this expansion to their previously derived electric dipole Coulomb
excitation calculation, their numerical tabulations for Coulomb exci-
tation may also be used to obtain the differential bremsstrahlung cross-
section.
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electrons. For example, the de Broglie wavelength, X l, is
T0 = 20 kev X = 8. 6 x 10 -10 cm
50 . 5. 4 x 10-10
whereas the K shell radius given by h2 / Z me 2
(0.53/Z) x 10- 8 cm is
Z 10 RK = 5.3 x 10 cm
100 0.5 x 10~10
It is, therefore, clear that for this work screening is very important.
In fact, the L shell radii are approximately
Z = 10 RL = 21. x 10-10 cm
100 2. x 10-10
which'indicates that decreasing Z by two will not solve the problem
of screening.
(3) Retardation neglected -- due to the dipole approxima-
tion used. Physically, retardation occurs when a radiation source
has linear dimensions which are not negligible compared to the
radiation wavelength. The classical effect of retardation is a phase
shift of 2w f a / c = a / ?C radians where a is the source size, f is
the radiation frequency, c is the speed of light and X is the radiation
wavelength divided by 27. Therefore, retardation effects are
negligible when a << - . In the theory, retardation was neglected
in the perturbation calculation of the matrix element of the interaction
Hamiltonian. To determine qualitatively the effect retardation would
play in the calculation it is necessary to investigate its origin. The
Hamiltonian which represents the interaction between the electron and
the electromagnetic field depends on p-A, where p is the electron
momentum and A is the vector potential of the field. Using the
solution of the pure radiation field which results from an expansion
of A as a time dependent sum of plane waves, the interaction
Hamiltonian takes the form Hint oc r exp (-ik-r). The dipole
approximation results when retardation is neglected: that is, when
exp (-ik-r) is replaced by unity. Since exp (-ik-r) = cos ker -
i sin k- r this replacement is justified only if k-r << 1, or when
r /X<< 1. This condition is the same as the classical theory, men-
tioned above, if r can be associated with source size. Clearly for
plane waves source size has no unique meaning since the electrons
fill all space. Motz and Placious (Ml.58) have made an approximate
calculation of the average value for r in the bremsstrahlung process
using the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler cross-section, discussed later. They
found the average value of r/X computed in this manner to be in the
vicinity of 0. 2 for all photon emission angles which indicates that
retardation should not have been neglected.
(4) Electron spin ignored. Since no correction is made
for electron spin, spin-spin interaction between the electron and
nucleus as well as electron spin coupling to the electromagnetic
field are ignored.
2. Sauter Theory
Sauter (S6. 33) made a non-relativistic perturbation
calculation in the first Born-approximation (valid for Ze 2/ hvI or
< 1 where vI and v 2 are defined above) for a pure Coulomb inter-
action potential (bare nucleus) and for a screened Coulomb interaction
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potential (bare nucleus) and for a screened Coulomb interaction
potential. For a pure Coulomb field, his results agree with those
of Sommerfeldt s exact theory except at the high-energy limit where
the Sauter theory goes to zero. The ratio of the two results depends
only on Z, vi, and v 2 (but not on direction) and is of order unity in
the region of validity of the Born approximation. The failure of this
theory at the high energy limit indicates the break-down of the calcu-
lation since at this limit v 2 is too small to meet the conditions for
validity of the Born-approximation. Sauter t s calculations for a
screened Coulomb field still go to zero at the high energy limit,
due to the Born-approximation, but remain finite at the low energy
limit. The numerical evaluations of the Sommerfeld theory by
Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann, discussed previously, have incorporated
Sauter' s results at the low energy limit to correct the infinity
predicted by Sommerfeldr s unscreened calculation.
The limitations to Sauter t s theory for the screened
Coulomb field can be summarized as followsc
(1) Non-relativistic -- used Schroedinger Equation wave
functions to calculate the interaction matrix elements.
(2) Born-approximation -- due to the use of free particle
wave functions instead of Coulomb wave functions. This approximation
is based on the restriction that Ze 2/ hv1 or 2 1<< which manifests
itself for (1) high Z, (2) low initial electron energy, and (3) low final
electron energy which occurs at the high photon energy limit. In
order to correct the Born-approximation formulas, several ad hoc
Coulomb corrections have been developed. One such correction is
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the so-called Elwert factor
(vl/v 2 ) (1-exp(-2rZe 2/ hvj) ) / (1-exp(-2iZe 2/ hv2) ) which was
obtained by Elwert (E 1. 39) by comparing the non-relativistic limit of
the Born-approximation theory to the exact Sommerfeld (quantum)
theory. This correction factor is, however, only valid for non-
relativistic energies and, also only if Ze 2/ hv2 - Ze2/ hvI<<l
as discussed above. It cannot, then, be used at the high-energy
limit. The angular and energy distributions at the high-energy limit
have been corrected (mainly) due to Sauter and Fano (K6.59). These
calculations predict a finite value for the intensity at the high-energy
limit which agrees well with experiment.
(3) Electron spin ignored -- discussed previously.
C. Electron-Nucleus Bremsstrahlung: Relativistic Quantum Theory
Relativistic quantum theory is based on the relativistic-
ally invariant Dirac Equation and its resulting wave functions. In this
formulation the electron spin appears naturally. However, this formu-
lation is considerably more complex than the Schroedinger formulation;
therefore, to date, the bremsstrahlung problem has been solved only in
the Born-approximation. Both developments of this theory involve a
second-order perturbation calculation of the matrix elements required.
1. Sauter Development
Sauter (S7. 34) calculated the relativistic bremsstrahlung
cross-section for an electron in the field of a bare-nucleus using
Dirac free-particle wave functions. However, since he realized that
any such Born-approximation calculation must necessarily fail in the
high-energy limit, Sauter cleverly corrected this problem by
In a similar, independ'ent effort Bethe and Heitler (Bl. 34)
obtained the differential bremsstrahlung cross-section using a relativ-
istic Born-approximation approach. Since Sauter did not compute the
energy spectrum (cross-section differential only in photon energy) and
since the Bethe-Heitler theory is rather easier to follow stepwise
(partly because it is presented in English), the Bethe-Heitler
formulation has been chosen for this work as a basis for comparison
to experiment; however, the two developments agree exactly where
they overlap. Basically, this theory (as does Sauter' s) treats
bremsstrahlung as a second order process consisting of two steps:
(1) The electron momentum is changed due to its inter-
action with the target nucleus (Coulomb field).
(2) A photon is emitted due to the interaction between the
electron and the electromagnetic field.
There are then two intermediate states depending on which step
occurs first. Using Dirac relativistic free-particle wave functions
for the electron before and after collision, Bethe-Heitler calculated
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multiplying his results by the direction-independent factor he had
obtained in his non-relativistic calculation (discussed above) by compari-
son with Sommerfeld' s exact theory. In -a private communication,
Sauter learned of A. W. Mauer s (at that time unpublished) newest
bremsstrahlung calculations which agreed well with Sautert s corrected
spectrum. Sauter also obtained the bremsstrahlung cross-section at
the high-energy limit; this agreed exactly with an earlier calculation
by Scherzer (S8. 32).
2. Bethe and Heitler Development
the matrix elements of the Coulomb field and electromagnetic field
interaction Hamiltonians from initial to final states via each of the
two possible intermediate states. The total transition matrix element
was constructed according to the rules of second-order perturbation
theory and was used directly to obtain the bremsstrahlung cross-
section differential in photon energy and angle and in electron emission
angle after having been summed over electron spin and photon polari-
zation. Bethe-Heitler then integrated over electron emission angle to
obtain a relation which has an extremely complicated analytical form;
it will suffice to mention three basic features of the result:
(1) The cross-section depends on the square of Z, the
atomic number.
(2) The natural unit for the bremsstrahlung cross-
section is
2 2 2Z r 2 = 0,578 Z millibarns
137-
where r is the classical electron radius.
(3) The spectral intensity goes to zero at a photon energy
equal to the initial electron energy; however, the decrease is not as
abrupt as is shown by experiment.
Bethe and Heitler obtained the intensity spectrum differen-
tial only in photon energy by integrating over photon angle.
The two main limitations of the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory
are:
(1) Unscreened -- same argutnent as for Sommerfeld
theory.
- ___' jm _
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(2) Born-approximation -- serious for high Z, low
incident electron-energy, and in the high energy limit. Discussed
above.
D. Electron-Nucleus Bremsstrahlung: Extremely-Relativistic Theory
For initial electron energies greater than about 50 Mev,
calculations have been made for the differential bremsstrahlung
cross-section based on relativistic Coulomb wave functions and
corrected for screening. This theory was developed by a series of
papers contributed by Bethe, Maximon, Olsen, Wergeland, and Davis
(B2. 54). This development represents the most complete, corrected
formulation of bremsstrahlung available to date but is obviously not
applicable for the present work.
E. Electron-Electron Bremsstrahlung
Most of the theoretical calculations discussed above have
considered the system of an electron deflected by a bare nucleus and
the resulting photon emission. For real targets, however, the orbital
electrons cannot always be ignored. Their presence adds at least two
complications to the theory: (1) screening, discussed previously, and
(2) electron-electron bremsstrahlung.
Electron-electron collisions are more troublesome than
electron-nucleus collisions for several reasons:
(1) The target electron is not infinitely heavy and can
absorb large energy (and momentum) transfers.
(2) The collision is between identical particles which
necessitate exchange terms for the interaction.
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(3) Since the electron-electron system has no dipole
moment, calculations based on the Sommerfeld theory vanish and thus
require a higher-order calculation.
For non-relativistic energies, Garibyan (GI.53) has made
an energy spectrum calculation beyond the vanishing dipole approxi-
mation. On the other hand, Joseph and Rohrlich (Ji. 58) have obtained
the electron-electron bremsstrahlung energy spectrum for extreme-
relativistic energies. An important difference between electron-
electron and electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung appears in both of these
treatments: electron-electron bremsstrahlung depends only on the
number of atomic electrons hence on Z to the first power; whereas,
electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung depends on Z squared.
Motz (M2, 55) has analyzed the dynamics of the electron-
electron collision using the Lorentz transformation and has found that
the maximum photon energy available at an emission angle e is:
K Mc2F
max.
1 - fF-cos 0
2
where F T 0 /(T 0 + 2 Mc ), and ( is the photon emission angle.
This new restriction can be realized more vividly by the following
evaluations of K
max.
To 00 900 1800
20 key 11. key 10. key 9. key
50 30. 24. 20.
100 6 7. 47. 36.
1 Mev 0. 84 Mev 0. 25 Mev 0. 15 Mev
10 9.2 0.46 0.24
100 97.8 0.51 0. 26
Therefore, for low-energy (less than 100 kev), the electron-electron
bremsstrahlung spectrum must go to zero at about 0. 5 T0 for all
photon emission angles. For higher energies the spectrum cuts off
at photon energies considerably less than T except for nearly
forward angles where the spectrum extends to almost T .
In order to correct for electron-electron bremsstrahlung
in a given experimental angular distribution, the usual approach will
be used in this work. That is, the data will be divided by Z (Z + 1)
2instead of Z , This has the effect of changing the natural unit for
2 2 2bremsstrahlung from Z r0 /137 to Z (Z + 1) r0 /137. It should be
again pointed out that this correction is not rigourous for two main
reasons:
(1) The Z dependence of the angular distribution is much
more complex than Z due to the nature of the interaction.
(2) As shown above, the high-energy limit is not, in
general, the same as for the electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung process.
In fact, for the low energy region, where this work will be, the
electron-electron high energy cutoff is about 0. 5 T.
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F. Heavy Particle Bremsstrahlung
In the case of bremsstrahlung due to some other particle
incident on a fixed, bare nucleus, the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler natural
cross-section unit would have the form
Z2 4 (e /Mc 2)2
137
where z and M are the charge and mass, respectively, of the particle.
For example, the proton-nucleus bremsstrahlung the natural unit,
which is a measure of the cross-section, would be about (1 800) 2 times
smaller than that for electrons. However, in experiments involving
high proton flux, such as for accelerator experiments (S5.55), outer-
space projects, or high density plasma confinement, proton
bremsstrahlung is observable, often to the experimentalist t s dismay.
A theory based on classical theory corrected for energy damping
according to Sommerfeldt s quantum theory has been formulated by
Drell and Huang (D5. 55) and has shown good agreement with experi-
ment.
Nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung has also been observed
(e. g., W3. 52). The two steps (analogous to the electron-nucleus
process) which generate this nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung are
(1) the collision interaction between the nucleons which can be due to
nuclear or Coulomb forces and (2) the interaction between the electro-
magnetic field and the charge and magnetic moment of a proton or the
magnetic moment of a neutron. Ashkin and Marshak (A2. 49) have
obtained differential bremsstrahlung cross-sections for high energy
(250 Mev) n-n, n-p, and p-p collisions. Simon (S10. 50) has
M
investigated the effect of exchange terms and types of meson fields
on the bremsstrahlung cross-section for 200 Mev p-n collisions.
Wilson (W3.52) has reported, however, that neither of these theories
agrees with his experimental results at 140 Mev.
G. Summary
The theories which will be used for comparison with
experiment in this present work are (1) the non-relativistic exact
quantum theory by Sommerfeld and (2) the relativistic Born-
approximation theory developed jointly by Sauter and by Bethe and
Heitler. The former was chosen over the Sauter non-relativistic
theory mainly due to the convenient evaluations of the Sommerfeld
theory by Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann. The limitations of these two
theories have been discussed above, but will be further elaborated
upon in Chapter V in the light of the experimental results obtained.
C H A P T E R III
Experimental Methods
A. Description of Apparatus
1. Electron Gun
A large part of this present work has involved the design
and construction of much of the apparatus used. The electron gun
assembly has been specially constructed in cooperation with the
Research Laboratory for Electronics and is shown in Figure 1.
The electrons emitted from a hairpin-shaped 7 mil diameter
tungsten filament pass through a 1 mm exit aperture and are
focussed by the concave shape of the cathode surface. The
polished stainless steel cathode also serves to shield the filament
and thus prevents electron leakage except through the exit aperture.
This filament-cathode assembly and the necessary electrical feed-throughs
are supported by a re-entrant glass press which is, in turn, attached
to a stainless stell mounting plate using a graded Kovar seal.
Earlier designs involved (1) a cathode ray tube electrode gun which
proved to be mechanically and electrically poor for this work and
(2) a long (about 20 in.) focal length unipotential lens system. The
latter system would have probably been satisfactory after several modi-
fications. However, it was decided to construct a simpler system
using a shorter focal length. In the final design, discussed above,
the distance between cathode and target is 4. 31 in.
2. Accelerating-Voltage Source
An experimental-type Van de Graaff generator was used as
the high voltage source, chosen not due to its practicality for voltages
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Figure 1. ELECTRON GUN ASSEMBLY
below 100 kv but due to its availability. This generator is enclosed
by a pressure tank which was first evacuated and then filled with
carbon dioxide for high voltage insulation to a pressure of about
25 to 30 psi. during experimental runs. The high voltage desired is
obtained by adjusting the 0-10 kv belt spray voltage and the corona-
stabilizer rod position in the pressure tank. By proper adjustment
the terminal voltage can be set and stabilized to about - 0. 5 kv.
The generator is capable of a short-circuit current of about 50 ua
(microamperes) and is thus quite adequate for this experiment where
beams of about 0. 1 ua are needed. The negative high voltage is
monitored with a generating-voltmeter mounted on the pressure tank.
The generating-voltmeter output measuring circuit is calibrated using
a 2 percent, 5, 000 megohm, 50 kv resistor and a precision
electrometer-type microammeter which was a part of the current
integration unit discussed below. Since the electron gun is operated
at high voltage, the filament is powered by a wet-cell storage battery
electrically isolated by a lucite enclosure.
3. Target Chamber and Vacuum System
The target chamber consists essentially of two concentric
cylindrical brass boxes whose axes of symmetry are oriented vertically.
The outer chamber is 7. 56 in. in diameter and 6. 25 in. high (see
Figure 2). A rotatable target holder assembly is mounted in the
center of the removable top cover of the outer chamber through a
teflon insulator using a double O-Ring arrangement. Around the circum-
ference of the outer chamber are ten radiation exit ports placed at
100, 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300, 2350, 2700 and 3150 with respect
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mto the electron beam direction. The exit ports have an aperture
diameter of 1/4 in. and are covered with Brush Beryllium Corp.
Type Q beryllium 5 mil thick foil as shown in Figure 3. The
detection geometry, as defined by these apertures, may be described
by an angular resolution of 2. 770 or a subtended solid angle of
0. 001835 sterradians. The inner chamber serves as a large solid
angle Faraday cup to collect the electrons. Originally, the outer
chamber was electrically insulated and was used to catch the electrons.
However, due to the extremely high sensitivity of the beam current
monitor, it was necessary to install an inner chamber and use the
grounded outer chamber as an electrical shield. The brass inner
chamber was lined with 1/32 in. thick soft (pure) aluminum resulting
in a no target background reduction of a factor of about 2 which is
about what is expected since thick-target electron scattering and
bremsstrahlung (jointly the sources of this background) depend on
Z to the first power. On the bottom surface of the outer chamber is
a mounting flange which connects with the vacuum system. An operat-
ing pressure of about 3 x 10-5 mm Hg is obtained with this rather
conventional two-inch vacuum system equipped with a baffled liquid
nitrogen trap. Dow-Corning 704 Silicone fluid was used in the air-
cooled diffusion pump due to its superior stability as compared, for
example, with Octoil or Octoil-S. The pressure is monitored by a
Pirani gauge and by a hot-filament ionization gauge readable to about
-710 mm Hg. The ion gauge electronic circuitry was checked with a
commercially-available, Consolidated Vacuum Corp. calibrated unit and
was found to agree within meter accuracy. A block diagram of the
vacuum system is shown in Figure 4.
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4. Electron Current Monitor
The electron beam is monitored by a precision electrometer-
type current indicator and integrator circuit (H2.51) capable of measur-
ing electron currents down to about 10-12 amperes. Heavy negative
feedback is employed in this circuit which astsures excellent stability
and which restricts the absolute accuracy of the indicating circuit only
to the 1 percent tolerance of the input resistors. The integration sec-
tion is calibrated by adjusting the calibration potentiometer to give one
register count per second with the indicating meter. at full scale (on the
range to be used). The register then records, for example, the
number of microcoulombs of charge collected if the range switch is
set to a full scale reading of one microampere. The absolute integra-
tion accuracy is estimated to be about 2 percent. This circuit is
designed so the input (and thus the beam collector) is maintained at
ground potential. The beam monitor is electrically connected to the
inner chamber by an insulated terminal through the top cover of the
outer chamber.
5. Radiation Detector
The bremsstrahlung intensity was measured by means of a
specially-designed scintillation-type detector (see Figure 5).
The NaI(Tl) scintillation crystal was custom-made by the Harshaw
Chemical Co. for this experiment after extensive communication with
their research staff. The crystal is in the form of a 1/2 in.
diameter by 1/4 in. high cylinder with cleaved top and bottom surfaces
and is hermetically sealed in a cylindrical housing. The radiation
window in the top of the crystal housing is made from 5 mil beryllium
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foil and has an inside one micron aluminum foil light reflector.
The inside of the housing aluminum sidewall is covered with a
sprayed-on aluminum oxide reflective coating which is about 20 mg/cm 2
thick. The bottom of the crystal housing is a pyrex light exit window
for coupling to a photomultiplier (PM) tube. In order to obtain a good
signal-to-noise ratio for the detector a PM tube had to be chosen which
has both very low dark current and very high photo-conversion
(quantum) efficiency at the photocathode. At the present state of PM
tube development, this quantum efficiency is typically around 8-12
percent. This indicates that on the average there are about ten times
fewer photocathode electrons than light photons per scintillation event;
therefore, photocathode efficiency is also a major cause of the finite
detector (pulse height) resolution, which is mainly statistical in origin.
Four different 2 in. diameter photomultiplier types were tested for
gain, resolution and noise: the RCA 6342A (3 tubes tested), the
RCA 6810A (1), the Dumont 6292 (2), and the British-made EMI
9536S (3). One of the EMI tubes proved to be decidedly superior in
all respects. The EMI 9536S photocathode has been designed for low
red sensitivity which accounts for its low thermal noise. Furthermore,
this phototube incorporates a venetian-blind type dynode construction
which is inherently less sensitive to external electric and magnetic
fields.
The scintillation crystal was mounted onto the PM using
a thin layer of Dow Corning 200 silicone fluid. The electrically-
and magnetically-shielded phototube -crystal assembly is mounted in
a light-tight brass housing which provides 1 cm of lead radiation
shielding between the crystal and the target chamber. This housing
is mounted on a chassis which contains the PM tube dynode resistors,
a cathode-follower preamplifier and the necessary power and signal
cable connectors. The preamp B+ and filament power is obtained
from an utility power supply which provides electronically-regulated
300 volts DC and 6. 3 volts AC. The PM tube is powered by a
series-VR-tube regulated negative high voltage supply with a drift
rating of less than 0.1 percent per six days. A negative high volt-
age is useful in low noise applications since the high voltage supply
is then attached at the cathode end of the dynode resistor string;
therefore, any ripple and/or noise from the high voltage supply is
either eliminated entirely or highly attenuated (depending on the dynode
circuit) at the anode. Furthermore, since the anode is now operated
DC-wise at ground potential, the often-noisy high voltage coupling and
filtering capacitors are eliminated. The only disadvantage when using
negative phototube high voltage is the inconvenience of operating the
PM tube electrostatic shield at high voltage. This shield must be
placed close to the photocathode to prevent voltage break-down pulses
through the glass.
The detector output was fed into a Radiation Counter
Laboratory (RCL) linear amplifier (Argonne A61 design), and the
pulse height spectra were processed by a RCL 256-Channel Analyzer.
Typical pulse height spectra are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. It can
be seen that PM tube noise is a severe limitation only below about
2. 5 key.
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B. Targets
1. Preparation
The thin targets necessary for this work required the use
of several specialized techniques. Each target being extremely
delicate was backed by a thin (about 5 ug/cm 2) collodion film.
The collodion film was prepared as followscr
(1) A collodion solution was prepared by mixing 15 ml
collodion (Mallinkrodt, U.S.P.) per 45 ml of amyl acetate.
(2) One drop of this solution was allowed to fall from a
height of about 1/2 in. onto a distilled-water surface. The solution
immediately spreads over the surface to an area of about 40 sq. in.
and dries within about ten seconds.
(3) The film is then picked up with a 1 in. x 1 in. brass
wire frame by placing the frame edge-up under the film and gently
raising it out of the water.
(4) The excess collodion is gently trimmed off, and the
frame is set aside t6 dry.
The target materials used were gold, silver, copper and
aluminum. The targets were prepared by vacuum evaporation onto
the collodion film backings discussed above. Gold, silver and
copper were evaporated by wrapping a specimen of the material
around a piece of 2 in. long 30 mil tungsten wire used as a filament.
However, since molten aluminum attacks the tungsten wire, a helical
30 mil tungsten filament was necessary. Having oriented the axis
of the 1/4 in. diameter by 1-1/2 in. four-turn tungsten helix hori-
zontally, aluminum-wire hairpins were placed on the bottom of each
turn of the helix; therefore, the melted aluminum was held in a
localized geometry. The gold and silver used were obtained in a
very pure form although no analysis is available. The copper and
aluminum were obtained in a very pure, electrolytically-produced
form; the batch analysis of these two metals indicates a maximum
total impurity of about 0. 10 percent for copper and 0. 25 percent
for aluminum.
2. Mass Determination
After the target had been used for bremsstrahlung
2production, a 3 cm circle was removed from the center of the
target by means of a hardened steel punch. However, since the
target tended to wrinkle and tear as it was punched-out, it was
found necessary to electrostatically attach a 7/8 in. x 7/8 in. piece
of 0. 25 mil Du Pont Mylar polyester film to the target film. The
target could then be punched-out without appreciable damage.
The first efforts to determine the target thickness
involved the use of an analytical microbalance with which the
targets were weighed directly. This method failed due to the
large affinity to moisture of the collodion film backing; therefore,
the target-backing weight varied erratically due to the uncontrolable
laboratory humidity. It was then necessary to find another method
to measure the target thickness which is not sensitive to the mois-
ture content.
Neutron activation analysis was chosen in preference to
other chemical and spectrometric methods since this method involves
measuring techniques similar to those involved elsewhere in this
present work, and since all the targets used are very adaptable to
this method. This method entails the exposure of each source to
thermal neutron bombardment and the subsequent measurement of
the neutron-induced radioactivity. The ultimate absolute accuracy
of this method is obtained by simultaneous neutron irradiation of
a standard sample containing a known amount of the target material;
the ratio of the induced activities then yields the target mass.
Standards were prepared by dissolving easily-weighable amounts
(about 100 mg) of gold, silver, copper and aluminum to exactly one
liter and carefully pipetting 0. 5 ml aliquots into polyethylene vials.
The gold was dissolved with about 10 ml of concentrated aqua regia
and diluted to one liter with 0. 3 N-hydrochloric acid. Aluminum
was dissolved by about 10 ml of heated, concentrated hydrochloric
acid and diluted to one liter with 0. 3 N hydrochloric acid. Silver
and copper were dissolved with about 10 ml of concentrated nitric
acid and diluted to one liter with 0. 1 N nitric acid. The standards
were evaporated to dryness at about 700 C in an electric oven and
then tightly capped with a polyethylene cover. Extreme care must
be taken at all stages of this analysis to avoid any foreign matter
from the solutions or vessels used -- especially traces of sodium
from soap left on glassware or from skin perspiration unless gloves
are worn. The standard and the unknown (target) were then sealed
in a polyethylene bag and irradiated in the pneumatic rabbit facility
of the MIT Nuclear Reactor. The pertinent information regarding a
typical irradiation for each target material is summarized in
Table 1. The gamma radiation was in each case measured with a
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
PROCEDURES
Gold Silver * Copper2. Aluminum3.
Stable Isotope Au 1 9 7  Ag 10 9  Cu63 Al 2 7
Utilized
Natural Abundance 100 48.65 69.1 100
(percent)
Cross-section 100 2 4. 3 0. 22
(barns)
Isotope Produced Au 1 9 8  Ag110m Cu 6 4  A128
Half-life 2. 70 d. 260 d. 12.80 h. 2. 27 m.
Irradiation time 15 300 15 2
(minutes)
Approximate activity* 4.5 0. 025 2. 0 12. 5
induced (microcuries)
Energy of Gamma Ray+ 0. 412 0. 885 0. 511 1. 78
measured (Mev) (0. 99) (0, 75) (0. 40) (1. 00)
1. The complex and weak gamma spectrum of Ag108 as well as
its 2. 3 minutes half-life ruled against utilizing the Ag 10 7
(51 percent) isotope.
2 Cu 6 4 goes by @ about 20 percent. A factor of 2 arises due
to 2 annihilation photons emitted per p+ decay.
3. Due to the short half-life, the A128 activity was counted at the
reactor. The accuracy for Al is less due to some
C138 build-up for the standards which are in the chemical
form of aluminum chloride.
* 12 2Based on neutron flux of 5 x 10 per cm per sec. and 40 ug
of target material.
+The fraction of measured radiation quanta emitted compared
with the total number of .disintegrations is shown in parenthesis.
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scintillation detector system. Typical pulse height spectra are shown
in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12.
3. Thinness Criterion
Qualitatively, the criterion for target thinness may be
defined as follows: The target must be sufficiently thin so as to
produce negligible changes in the incident- electron energy or direc-
tion. To quantitatively describe negligible is somewhat more diffi-
cult. A reasonable energy loss criterion may be stated simply by
requiring the energy loss to be a small percentage of the initial
energy. For example, the electron energy can be stabilized to
within about 1 percent. Therefore, if the energy loss in the target
is much less than about 1 percent, the electron energy uncertainty
is almost unchanged.
The direction criterion is much more subtle and can only
be estimated. If the target thickness is simply made to make elec-
tron scattering, e. g., only 1 percent probable at some angle, then
the bremsstrahlung probability would be about 0. 0073 percent, since
bremsstrahlung is a second-order process involving the electromag-
netic field, and, therefore, is reduced in cross-section by the fine-
structure constant, 1/137, as compared to scattering. Therefore,
it is necessary for practical reasons to adopt a less restrictive
criterion allowing, at least, second-scattering of the electrons.
To estimate the average electron scattering angle, it is unfortun-
ately necessary to use the results of multiple-scattering theory which
are rigorously valid only after an electron has suffered many (e. g.
10 or more) deflections. The average-square deflection angle is
I.
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given by (B3. 54):
20 2 0,6 Z d/T (T + 1.02)
m o o
where d is the energy loss in Mev and T is the initial electron
energy in Mev. Calculation of the ionization energy loss per
gm/cm2 in the energy range between 20 and 50 key and in the
Z range between 13 and 80 using a non-relativistic formula given
by Evans (E2.55) indicates a range of value from 3 to 9
Mev/(gm/cm 2). Using the arbitrary, but physically meaningful, and
expedient, criterion
0 0 d ' 0. 04 radians
where 0 is the angular width of the radiation exit ports of the
target chamber, the following condition must be satisfied:
D > 0. 06 T 0 (T0 + 1. 02)/(ZR)
where D is the target surface density in gm/cm 2, and R is the
dt/d(px) in Mev/(gm/cm 2). This criterion increases the effective
angular width by about one degree. In the energy and Z ranges
used in this work, the target maximum thickness according to this
criterion can be summarized as follows using the calculated value
for R in each case:
Gold (Z = 79) Aluminum (Z = 13)
20 kev 8 pgfcm2 10.5 pg/cm2
50 key 13. 3 pg/cm 2  48 pg/cm2
The thickness limits computed for 50 key agree closely with those
calculated by Motz and Placious (M1.58) who simply assumed that
the electron obliquity, defined as the relative (percentage) average
path-length increase through the target due to scattering, should
be less than 2 percent.
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The descriptions of the t e n targets used in this work
are summarized in Table 2; except for target No. 8, which is about
15 percent high, and target No. 9, which is about 35 percent high,
the targets are well within the limits stated above.
C. Procedure
Some of the experimental procedures involving calibra-
tion and use of the various components of the apparatus have
already been discussed above; the following discussion will be
devoted to the remaining items of procedure.
1. Beam Alignment
The electron beam is aligned by use of a ZnS(Ag) screen
mounted on the target holder rod. The ZnS screen glows a bright
blue where the electron strikes, and it was possible to determine
visually (through a lucite-covered port) when the beam was centered.
The beam spot diameter at the target position is about 2-3 mm.
2. Calibration of Detector and Associated Electronics
The detector gain is adjusted so that the 256 channels of
the analyzer span an equivalent photon energy range of 0-60 key.
It was found that a high voltage of 900 voltage on the PM tube gives
optimum results, and the final overall-gain adjustment was made by
varying the linear amplifier gain. The system gain and resolution
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were checked before each run with Fe (5. 9 kev), Co 5 7
(6.4 and 14.4 kev), Cd 10 9 (22.5 kev) and Cs137 (32 kev) sources.
It was found that carefully resetting the amplifier gain to the same
value (3-300) and leaving the high voltage always at 900 volts gave
TTarget
No.-
3
SURFACE DENSITIES OF TARGETS
Electron
Energy
40 key
50
40
Surface*
Density
4.18 t 0. 16pg/cm 2
4.30 t 0. 09
7.47 t 0, 07
2.02 +
11. 34 t
6.96 t
11.75 t
17.. 73 t
7.87 t
7.86 t
0.04
0. 31
0.13
0.24
0.20
0.20
0.08
* Each unknown sample (target) was compared to two standard
samples which were irradiated with the unknown; the two
results were then averaged. The surface density errors
quoted are estimates based on (1) the statistics of counting
the radioactivated samples and (2) the deviation in the results
for two standards which is attributed to pipetting error.
ABLE 2.
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Target
Material
Al
Ag
Ag
Ag
Cu
Cu
Cu
Au
Au
r)3
the same system gain for all runs within 1 percent. The pulse
height resolutions measured at the five photon energies mentioned
above and also at 88 key (Cd 1 0 9 ) and 122 key (Co 57) were care-
fully checked throughout the work and were found to be consistent
for all energies within the errors of measurement. The pulse
height resolution will be discussed in more detail in the next
chapter.
3. Background Measurements
The time-dependent background is due mainly to PM tube
noise and external, foreign radiation incident on the detector crystal.
The latter source was minimized by choosing the smallest crystal
(volume) that was practical and by shielding. An overnight (13. 5
hours) measurement of this background enabled its subtraction
within a statistical accuracy of about 3 percent.
The beam-dependent background was measured approxi-
mately by using a collodion film, which was prepared in the same
manner as the target backings, as a target for each electron energy
used. Due to the low atomic number of this organic collodion film,
the small difference in thickness between any given target backing
film and the film used for background subtraction will result in
negligible error in the final (net) results. The length of the run
at any given angle for collodion as well as the other targets was
governed by the number of bremsstrahlung counts per channel.
In general, the runs were terminated after accumulating about 400
counts per channel out to the channel equivalent to the incident
electron energy; this gives a 5 percent determination per channel.
This was not always practical. However, in using the data it must
first be grouped into sixteen unequal pulse height bins to be dis-
cussed in the next chapter. The bins are about 15-20 channels
wide in the pulse height region where the intensity (counts/channel)
becomes small. Therefore, the number of counts per 15-20 channels
will determine the accuracy of these bins: 5 percent bin accuracy
is then obtained with only 25 counts per channel, or 3 percent with
only 50 counts per channel. The collodion angular distribution
measurements, normalized to beam charge (e. g., to 1. 0 pcoulomb),
was then subtracted from corresponding measurements for each
gold, silver, copper and aluminum targets.
Typical pulse height spectra for a gold target and for a
collodion target plotted from the raw data (no corrections made)
are shown in Figure 13.
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A. Introduction
Due to pulse height distortion inherent in the detec-
tion system, the obtained pulse height spectrum (examples have
been displayed in Chapter III) is not simply a scaled representa-
tion of the incident photon distribution. It is, therefore, necessary
to transform an experimental pulse height spectrum into its
corresponding photon spectrum before comparing the experimental
results with theory. There are several methods now in use for
accomplishing this conversion, but all these methods begin by
defining a response function, R(p, k), as the pulse height distribu-
tion, i. e., the number of pulses/pulse height unit, as a function
of pulse height, k, for an unit monoenergetic input of photon energy,
p. Since there is a 1:1 correspondence between pulse height and
photon energy, k and p can have the same units, key for this work.
The integral equation to be solved in order to obtain the photon
spectrum, N(p), the number of photons/key, is then
P(k) =J R(k, p) N(p) dp (1)
where P(k) is the corresponding pulse height spectrum. The inter-
pretation of the response function is readily verified by considering
a monoenergetic input (photon) spectrum of energy p0 which can be
represented as
N(p) = A 6 (p-p 0 )
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and
where A is the number of input photons. The pulse height spectrum
then becomes
P(k) = R (k, p) A 6 (p-p 0 ) dp
= A R(k, p0 )
which is the expected result.
The fundamental integral equation, Equation (1) above,
can be solved in closed-form only for a few special kernels,
R(k, p). Owen and Primakoff (02.48) have applied this method to
correct for resolution distortion in a beta-ray magnetic spec-
trometer due to finite slit width. They assumed a Gaussian-type
response (distortion) function of constant width and expanded this
function in a Taylor series in p-q, where q is the measured momen-
tum variable analogous to k. Termwise integration gives the dis-
torted spectrum in terms of the real spectrum and its derivatives.
Owen and Primakoff then computed an approximate distorted spectrum
from an assumed true spectrum and compared it to the measured
spectrum. This is the equivalent of repeatedly guessing a photon
spectrum and solving Equation (1), using an experimentally determined
response function, until the resulting pulse height spectrum agrees with
the measured pulse height spectrum. It is obvious that this could be
a very slowly-converging process. Motz (M2.55) used a slightly
different approach to obtain a pulse-height-energy-dependent correction
factor with which he obtained the photon spectrum simply by multi-
plying the corresponding pulse height spectrum by this factor. The
method that will be used in this work is the so-called matrix method
which will be discussed in detail below.
M
P = :
j=1
R. N.
iij j (2)
where R has a similar meaning as before; this can be seen by
again assuming a monoenergetic photon input spectrum vector which
now has the form
N. = A 6.
J jJ
where J represents the energy of the monoenergetic photon, and A
is the number of photons as before. Therefore, the resulting pulse
height spectrum vector is
P. =2 R.. A 6j
= A R.j (3)
B. Matrix Method
Any differential spectrum such as a pulse height
spectrum, P(k), defies exact measurement since in an experiment
a non-zero k must be employed to make the measurement.
Therefore, the experimental pulse height spectrum will consist of a
finite sequence of numbers which should approach the true spectrum
as the number of intervals is increased. Let the pulse height spectrum
be divided into M intervals which, in general, need not be equal in
th.
width, and call P. the number of pulses in the i- interval which has
an equivalent pulse height energy width W,. Furthermore, divide the
photon spectrum in a similar manner such that N. (j = 1, M) represents
ththe number photons in the j - interval which has a photon energy
width of W. (same interval widths as for pulse height spectrum).
The integral Equation (1) can then be written as a finite sum
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which shows that R is the i - component of the pulse height
th
spectrum, or the number of pulses in the i - interval, produced
by a monoenergetic photon input of energy J.
It is obvious from the form of Equation (2) that the R.
are components of a matrix, properly called the response matrix.
Therefore, the matrix method arises simply as the result of a
finite-interval approximation of the exact formula given by Equation
(1).
When the response matrix, R, and the pulse height
spectrum, P. is known, the photon spectrum, N, may be obtained
by ordinary matrix manipulation. Multiplying Equation (2) by
R~ ki, the elements of the inverse matrix of R, and summing over
i yields
M MM
R ki i R- ki R. N.
i=i=l j=l
R- .RR.. N.
ki ij
From the definition of R~
R~ ki R = 6 kj
Therefore
Z R~ P. =Z 6  .N.ki i j kj N
= Nk
Or
Nk = R ki Pi (4)
These results can be obtained more concisely by using
matrix shorthand notation; Equation (2) becomes
P =RN (21)
Premultiplying by R , the inverse matrix
R- 1P = R~1 RN
= IN N
or N =R P (41)
where I denotes the unit matrix.
The problem of conversion from pulse height spectra
to corresponding photon spectra then is reduced to (1) obtaining
the response matrix experimentally, (2) inverting this matrix, and
(3) performing the necessary multiplication according to Equation
(4).
C. Response Matrix
As mentioned above, the first step to be taken to con-
vert the spectra is the experimental determination of the response
function or, for the matrix method, the response matrix. The
physical interpretation of the M x M response matrix has been
briefly discussed previously and can be deduced from Equation
(3): the j t column of the response matrix is the pulse height
spectrum (divided into a finite number, M, of pulse height energy
intervals) for a unit monoenergetic photon input of energy k .
Recall that the unit of pulse height is equivalent energy (kev) which
experimentally is determined by first introducing a monoenergetic
input of energy k (kev) and then assigning this value k to the result-
ing total energy (photoelectric peak) pulse height, pt. After the
energy range, the dimension, M, and the interval widths, Wk' o
the response matrix have been chosen, the response matrix can be
determined, in principle, by experimentally measuring the pulse
height spectra for photons with energies k., where k. represents
3 J
the average energy (kev) of the j interval, and where j ranges
from 1 to M. However, this procedure is practically impossible
to perform since it is exceedingly unlikely that M monoenergetic
sources exist with precisely the desired energies, k.. It is there-
fore necessary, in practice, to perform some sort of interpolation
to deduce the matrix elements which cannot be practically measured.
In general, a gamma- ray or an x-ray transfers energy to
the scintillation crystal of the detector by one of three basic processes:
(1) the photoelectric (total energy) interaction (2) the Compton
(inelastic scattering) interaction, or (3) the production of electron-
positron pairs. However, for radiation energies below about 90 key
the Compton interaction accounts for less than 1 percent of the total
interactions in NaI, and pair production is energetically impossible;
therefore, for this work the photoelectric interaction completely
dominates (E2.55). This fact is demonstrated in the experimental
pulse height spectrum for a monoenergetic input which consists of a
bell-shaped photopeak (total energy transfer) and almost nothing else.
One notable exception occurs for photon energies greater than the K
edge energy, 32 key, of iodine. (Due to the relative atomic numbers
of sodium and iodine, the sodium in NaI is essentially negligible as
far as radiation absorption is concerned.) In this case, iodine
K x-rays with energy of about 28.5 key can escape from the crystal
Iwher(
B = B(E) =) /xp(E)
and p and p(E) are the NaI absorption coefficients for the iodine
K x-ray and the incident radiation, re spectively. This calculation
is sufficiently accurate for this work since the crystal used has
dimensions large compared to the radiation length, 1/p(E), in the
energy region of interest. This escape probability given by
Equation (5) shows a maximum value of about 0.3 (30 percent) at
the K edge energy and falls to 0. 1 (10 percent) at about 70 key.
When the K x-ray escapes from the crystal, the energy transferred
to the crystal for light production is then reduced by 28.5 key.
This energy loss gives rise to the experimentally observed escape
peak which is recognized as a smaller peak at an energy equal to
the photopeak energy less 28.5 key.
The pulse height resolution was measured for seven
monoenergetic photon inputs based on the standard definition of
resolution:
R = 100 W1/ 2 / E (6),
where R is the resolution in percent, where W1/2 is the full width
of the photopeak at half height in key and is a function of E, and
where E is the photon (and photopeak) energy in key. The results
of this measurement are as follows:
e
especially at the surface of radiation incidence. Novey (N2. 53)
has calculated the probability of this escape from the surface of
a semi-infinite slab for normal radiation incidence and as a func-
tion of the incident radiation energy, E. His results are
P = 0.5 (1-B ln(1 + B ) ) (5)
Photon Energy Isotope Resolution
5.9 key Fe5 5  65.2 - 2.0 percent
6.4 Co 5 7  64.7 t 1.0
14.4 Co 5 7  44.0 t 0.6
22.5 Cd 10 9  36.2 t 0. 3
32.0 Cs13 7  31.5 0. 2
87.5 Cd109 20. 7 0. 2
122.5 CO5 7  18. 1 0. 2
If these results are plotted in the form of (Resolution)2 versus l/E,
a straight line behavior is found within the experimental error as is
shown in Figure 14. Based on purely statistical arguments this
plot should be linear and have a zero intercept. This point is dis-
cussed in greater detail in Appendix A. The observed non-zero
intercept indicates a finite resolution as E increases beyond all
bounds and thus suggests a non-statistical component of the resolu-
tion. The results may then be generalized by determining the
equation of this R 2 vs l/E line; the following relation is thereby
obtained:
R2 26,000 + 125 (7)
It should be pointed out that the limiting resolution of about 11
percent obtained here is poor compared to large crystals. This may
well be due to somewhat poorer reflectivity of the 1 micron aluminum
foil in this crystal compare d to the usual aluminum oxide reflective
coating. Furthermore, there is somewhat more energy loss from the
crystal for higher energies, e. g., more light escapes out the edges of
the crystal window and higher electron loss at the crystal surfaces.
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By assuming a Gaussian shape (discussed in Appendix A)
it is possible to construct a semi-empirical representation of the
photopeak for any photon energy in the range of interest. The
standard deviation, a-, which is a free parameter in the Gaussian
distribution, can be obtained as a function of E by using Equation
(7), the relation (E2.55)
W
o = 1/2
2. 354
and the definition of resolution as given by Equation (6). Combining
these relations the following expression is found:
o(E) =-3. 6,000 + 12)1/2 (8)
This method can be extended to give a semi-empirical
pulse height spectrum for any photon energy, E, in the range of
interest based on the following:
(1) A Gaussian photoelectric or total energy peak
centered at EI which has a standard deviation of o(E1 ).
(2) A Gaussian escape peak centered at E -28. 5 kev
having a standard deviation of (E 1-28. 5).
(3) The photopeak and escape peak are weighted by
(1-P(E)) and P(E 1 ), respectively, where P is the escape probability
as given by Equation (5).
(4) Correction for radiation absorption in the chamber
and detector x-ray windows at El.
(5) The pulse height distribution normalized to the
detector efficiency at an energy El.
RM(i, j) = e~T(j) e-U0) (1-eV(J ) W(i)
(1-P(j)) e-GXP(i, j)
Zr' SP(j)
+ PQ) e -GXE(i, j)
CZi SE(j)
where
GXP(i, j) = (p(j) - k(i)) 2 /2(SP(j)) 2
GXE(i, j) = (pe(j) - k(i))2 /2(SP(j)) 2
SP(j) = o-(p(j)) (See Equation 8)
SE(j) = a-(pe(j)) (See Equation 8)
pe(j) = p(j) - 28. 5
P(j) = P(k(j)) (See Equation 5)
and where i, the row number, is associated with pulse height j,
the column number, is associated with photon energy; i and j range
from 1 to M; p(j) and k(i) are variables corresponding to the
average photon energy of interval (column) j and the average pulse
(10)
In order to statistically pack as much information into
each energy interval of the response matrix as possible, it was
decided to choose the interval widths, Wk, to be proportional to
the standard deviation of the average energy of the interval. The
widths can be obtained graphically by first plotting o(E) versus E
according to Equation (8) and by trial and error find widths which
satisfy this condition. Furthermore, it was found that choosing
the widths equal to 1. 29 times the bin standard deviation resulted
in a practical matrix dimension, M, of 12.
Therefore, under the assumptions given above the matrix
elements are given by
height energy of row i, respectively, and, of course are numeri-
cally equal for i = j; T(j) is px for the beryllium windows of the
Nal crystal ports at energy k(j); U(j) is px for the 1 micron
aluminum reflector in crystal; V(j) is gx for NaI; SP(j) and
SE(j) are the standard deviations for the energies k(j) and k(j) -
28. 5, respectively; and W(i) is the interval width discussed before.
The expression given by Equation (10) was evaluated by use of the
IBM 709 Electronic Computer at the M. I. T. Computation Center;
this evaluation has been tabulated in Appendix B.
D. Matrix Inversion and Test
The 12 x 12 response matrix was inverted by the IBM
709 at the M. I. T. Computation Center using the built-in subroutine
XSIMEQF. Another subroutine MATINV was also used and yielded
almost identical results for the inverted matrix. XSIMEQF was
chosen only because it required a simpler calling procedure.
The inverse matrix is tabulated 'in Appendix C.
In order to test the accuracy of the matrix inversion,
the matrix product of the response matrix and its inverse was
formed by the IBM 709; this product matrix should be a 12 x 12
unit matrix since
P = R 1 R = I
The off-diagonal elements of the product matrix are less than about
5 x 10-8 which is within computer error since the computer carries
eight significant figures and since each product element involves the
12 term sum of numbers of the order of about 0. 5 with alternate
positive and negative signs. This product matrix is tabulated in
Appendix D.
'44 Another test of the inverse matrix was made by using
it to convert the pulse height spectra of Fe 5 5 , Co 5 7 , Cd 10 9 , and
137Cs . These results are shown in Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18.
Some oscillation of the inverted spectra occurs on either side of
the peaks. However, all of the monoenergetic sources used have
photons with energies near the bin boundaries. Since the bin
widths are relatively wide, a pulse height peak not centered on a
bin will always produce oscillation as the matrix method analyzes
the pulse height spectrum as a superposition of peaks centered on
the bins. To correct this problem is, in general, a case for com-
promise since dividing the spectrum more finely leads to apparent
transformation singularity as will be discussed below. This problem
of oscillation is much less bothersome for continuous spectra since
each bin in photon space is filled over its entire width, and thus
the bin symmetry is largely maintained. In general, any photon
spectrum change which occurs within one bin and which is not
centered on the bin will produce oscillation.
It should be pointed out that a satisfactory matrix was
not obtained on the first attempt. One conclusion that was drawn
from these early attempts was as follows: A response matrix,
even when constructed such that it can be verified directly that no
two rows nor two columns are identical, may yet apparently possess
no inverse. This occurs when two rows or two columns are so
nearly equal (or proportional) such that within computation accuracy
the response matrix appears to be singular. The criterion for
nearly equal has not been investigated here in detail due to its
obvious complexity; however, this near-singularity becomes less a
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problem as the matrix dimension is decreased for a given energy
range. This amounts to demanding less precision on the energy
scale and could be a very serious limitation if energy structure were
the object of investigation. It was because of this problem of preci-
sion loss that variable interval widths, proportional to the energy-
dependent standard deviation, were chosen. Several response
matrices were constructed and tested in this investigation ranging
from a 40 x 40 constant width matrix to a 0. 5 a width matrix, where
T is the standard deviation. The conclusion drawn regarding the
compromise between precision and uniqueness (non-singularity) is
that one should choose bin widths in the range of about 1. 0 to 1. 5
times a-; the width actually chosen here was 1. 29 T. In this manner
the energy region from 0-60 key can be investigated using a 12 x 12
matrix with about the same statistical precision of a 30 x 30 constant-
interval-width matrix.
E. Data Processing
The experimental pulse height spectra were each recorded
in 250 pulse height channels and then were transferred to IBM punched
cards. The data reduction was done entirely by the IBM 709
Computer using a specially prepared program tabulated in Appendix
E. The basic steps involved are;
(1) Correction of pulse height spectra (PHS) for multi-
channel analyzer livetime.
(2) Subtraction of time dependent background due to
external radiation, phototube noise, etc.
inverse.
angle.
obtain t
millibar
(3)
(4)
(5)
nten
ns.
Normalization to number of beam electrons.
Subtraction of beam dependent background.
Inversion of PHS by multiplying by response matrix
(6) Normalizing to target thickness and detection solid
(7) Division by photon energy (of bins) and a- Z2 to
sity spectrum in units of a Z2 where a- = 0. 578
(8) Approximate correction for electron - electron
bremsstrahlung by multiplying by Z 2/Z(Z + 1).
Ideally, the resulting photon (intensity) spectra could now
be compared with theory. However, excitation of K and/or L
x-rays in the targets complicates the picture considerably. In the
case of silver and gold, the x-rays could, in general, be accounted
for by simply interpolating the spectrum through the affected region.
For copper, the K x-ray excitation is very strong compared with the
bremsstrahlung produced and thus creates considerable difficulty due
to oscillations, as discussed previously. Characteristic x-rays
from aluminum are too low in energy to be bothersome; however,
due to the low Z (13) the aluminum data is sometimes poisoned by
second order effects such as bremsstrahlung from the collimator.
In some cases the characteristic x-ray subtraction could be done
only crudely and in other cases could not be done with any reason-
able precision.
-9
In the cases where oscillation and/or characteristic
x-ray subtraction produced excessive error the data were reduced
by an iterative method. The photon spectrum was first guessed,
then multiplied by the response matrix, and finally compared with
the suitably normalized data. This process could be repeated until
the guessed photon spectrum generated a pulse height spectrum
identical (within experimental error) to the data. This iterrative
process worked quite well in resolving the oscillation and/or sub-
traction problems. However, in the case of copper at 20 key, the
strong K x-rays extend over about 4 bins; since only 6 bins cover
the entire 20 key range, the only portion of the spectrum which
can be used in this data is at the high energy limit. This data will
be presented only as a high energy limit angular distribution.
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Results
A. Comparison with Theory
1. General Remarks
As was stated previously, the experimental data will be
compared with existing theory as this work is basically experi-
mental in nature. However, several corrections will be mentioned
with regard to their effect on the results, for example, relativistic
and screening effects discussed earlier. The two theories that were
chosen as a basis for comparison are the Sommerfeld quantum theory
and the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler (SBH) quantum theory discussed in
Chapter II. The Kirkpatrick-Wiedmann (K5. 45) calculations of the
Sommerfeld theory are employed here which include a screening
correction at the low energy limit. The Sommerfeld theory, being
non-relativistic, predicts an angular distribution of the form
I = Ix sin 2 a + Iy (1 + cos 2)
where I and I are functions only of Z and final and initial elec-
x y
tron energy and where 0 is the angle of observation measured with
respect to the electron beam direction. This predicted angular dis-
tribution is clearly symmetric about 0 = 900 which, as mentioned in
Chapter I, disagrees with experiment. Therefore, it appears
necessary to find some asymmetric correction factor which peaks
the angular distribution more forward when the electron velocity is
relativistic but which reduces to unity as P approaches zero.
The Sauter- Bethe-Heitler theory diverges logarithmically
at the low energy limit, since screening has been ignored, and goes
smoothly to zero at the high energy limit due to breakdown of the
Born-approximation. The angular distribution shows peaking at angles
of less than 900 which agrees, at least, qualitatively with experiment.
However, the Z 2 dependence of the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory does
not agree well with experiment.
Predicted values for the differential bremsstrahlung
intensity spectra were computed with the aid of the IBM 709 based
on three theoretical arguments: (1) The Sommerfeld non-relativistic
quantum theory, plotted as circles in the following figures;
The dimensionless parameter 1-p cos 0, where Pj is the ratio of0 J0
the initial electron velocity to the velocity of light, appears frequently
in the relativistic Sauter-Bethe-Heitler (SBH) theory. In fact, Motz
and Placious (Ml. 58) showed that the ratio of non-relativistic to
relativistic Born-approximation theory at the high and low energy
2limits was about (1-p 0 cos 0)2. This asymmetric factor will be
used in this present work as an approximate relativistic correction
to the Sommerfeld theory since it is assumed that this factor arises
in the Born-approximation theory when the restriction that P = o is
removed. The Z dependence of the Sommerfeld theory is con-
siderably more complex than Z 2; specifically, in units of a- Z2
the bremsstrahlung intensity is predicted to be greater for low Z
targets than for high Z targets which is in agreement with experi-
ment.
(2) The relativistically-corrected Sommerfeld (SRC) theory, plotted
as triangles; and (3) The relativistic Born-approximation theory
of Sauter-Bethe-Heitler (SBH) plotted as squares. These theoretical
spectra were computed in the conventional units of steradiansI
in the functional form
k d2
Z dk dFL
where k is the photon energy in key, L- is the solid angle and a- is the
bremsstrahlung cross section in barns.
2. Experimental Spectra
The experimental spectra differential in photon energy and
angle are shown in Figures 19 through 27. The data are shown by
solid (or dashed) lines and represent the net experimental spectra
after the subtraction of characteristic x-rays and the smoothing of
inversion oscillations. The estimated uncertainty in these net
spectra are shown by the vertical error brackets; however, where
this error is in excess of the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment the data are shown as a dashed line. Other experimental errors
will be discussed later. Some of the data at 300 is not useful due
to electron scattering in the chamber. In general, the experimental
results are lower than the relativistically-corrected Sommerfeld
(SRC) theory for all angles and target materials used. However,
the uncorrected Sommerfeld theory leads to no such trend. The
Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory is almost useless at the high energy and
low energy limits but demonstrates a slight trend to follow the
experimental results as a function of angle.
TABLE 3. LEGEND FOR FIGURES 19 THROUGH 36
Figures 19 - 27
Solid or dashed* line.
Inversion errors shown
by vertical brackets.
Sommerfeld Theory
Sommerfeld Theory
x(l - P cos )-2
Sauter-Bethe-
Heitler Theory
Open circles.
Open triangles.
Open squares.
Figures 28 - 33 -
Filled-in circles.
Overall error shown
by vertical brackets.
Open circles.
Open triangles.
Open squares.
Shown for high energy
limit at 40 key and
50 key.
Figures 34 - 36
Filled-in circles.
Overall error shown
by vertical brackets.
Open circles.
Open triangles.
Open squares.
Shown for 40 kev
and 50 kev only.
Dashed line indicates inversion error is larger than
discrepancy between data and theory.
+Corrected approximately for electron-electron bremsstrahlung
by the factor z2
Z ( Z + 1)
Data'
Waia
Figure 19.
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 50 key, Silver
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 50 key, Copper
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 40 key, Gold
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 40 key, Silver
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 40 key, Copper
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 40 key, Aluminum
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 20 key, Gold
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Bremsstrahlung Intensity Spectra: 20 key, Silver
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For the 50 key runs using gold the experimental results
range from about 20 percent lower at 500 to about 40 percent lower
at 1300 than the SRC theory. For silver, these figures are about
40 percent to 60 percent and for copper about 10 percent to 50
percent. For the 40 key runs using gold, the experimental results
range from about 20 percent to 25 percent lower than the SRC
theory between 500 and 1300. For silver the difference is about
30 percent to 40 percent. For copper and aluminum the experi-
mental spectral shape is somewhat steeper than the SRC theory
being relatively too low at the high energy limit and too high at
the low energy limit. The difference between experiment and the
SRC theory ranges from about 30 percent to 50 percent low for
copper and from about 0 to 50 percent low for aluminum over the
spectrum for all angles. For the 20 key runs the gold data gave
spectra which are considerably flatter than the SRC theory. In
this case the experimental results are, within experimental error,
identical with the SRC theory at the high energy limit but fall to
about 35 percent lower than the SRC theory at the low energy
limit. For silver and copper the experimental results are about
30 percent to 40 percent and 35, percent to 50 percent, respectively,
lower than the SRC theory at the high energy limit; however,
rather large errors in the low photon energy region prevent any
meaningful conclusions regarding the entire spectral shape.
The experimental angular distributions for bremsstrahlung
photons near the low energy and the high energy limits for gold and
copper at 50 key, for gold and aluminum at 40 key, and for gold
and copper (high energy limit only) at 20 key are shown in Figures
28 through 33. The SRC theory predicts the shape quite well
although, as mentioned earlier, the experimental results are up to
about 50 percent lower in absolute value. The Sauter-Bethe-
Heitler theory predicts the peaking fairly well but is considerably
discordant in absolute value.
The experimental differential intensity spectra for gold
were graphically integrated over photon angle. The resulting
experimental energy spectra are shown in Figures 34, 35 and 36.
The experimental spectral shape is well represented by the
uncorrected Sommerfeld theory although the experiment is about
20 percent lower in absolute value. The experimental results also
show excellent agreement in shape with the SRC theory although in
absolute value the experiment is about 25 percent low. The Sauter-
Bethe-Heitler theory energy spectra shows little more than order of
magnitude agreement coinciding with experiment at about mid-energy.
B. Estimate of Errors
1. Target Thickness
The target thicknesses and corresponding estimates of
error have been given in Table 2, previously; these errors are less
than about 4 percent.
2. Electron Beam Charge
The beam current integration accuracy is estimated to be
about 2 percent. This estimate is based on the 1 percent tolerance
of the two resistors in the input network of the current indicating
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Angular Distribution: 50 key, Copper
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Angular Distribution: 40 key, Aluminum
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Angular Distribution: 20 key, Gold
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Angular Distribution: 20 key, Copper
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Energy Spectrum: 50 key, Gold
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circuit and on the integrate calibration procedure accuracy which
is better than 1 percent. The backscattering fraction for electrons
normally incident on thick targets has been measured for several
electron energies and target materials by Eklund (E3. 45). For 50
key electrons onto aluminum, such as the inner chamber lining, he
obtained a value of 0. 13 and for 100 key electrons, a value of 0. 14.
The percent solid angle subtended by the rather large electron gun
opening (in the back of the inner chamber wall) with respect to a
point on the wall at 00, where the undeflected electron beam would
strike, is about 1.9 percent or about 3.8 percent of the back
hemisphere. Thus, if the backscattering is assumed isotropic,
approximately 0. 5 percent of the electrons would head for the back
opening. This is a negligible loss; moreover, due to the relative
closeness of the electron gun to the inner chamber these electrons
approaching the back opening would encounter a strong electrostatic
field that would bend the electrons into the inner chamber wall. The
loss of electrons which are scattered by the target and which then
escape out the exit port openings is also negligible being no larger
than about 0. 1 percent.
3. Terminal Voltage
The absolute accuracy of the terminal voltage, which
determines the initial electron energy, is estimated to be better
than about 3 percent and was stabilized to within about 0.5 kv which
is 1. 0 percent, 1. 3 percent and 2, 5 percent for 50 kv, 40 kv and
20 kv, respectively. According to the Sommerfeld theory, the
bremsstrahlung intensity varies roughly as the first power of the
initial electron energy; therefore, errors in the terminal voltage
would affect both the "length" and the"height' of the spectra.
4. Counting Statistics
The net bin count accuracy, as discussed in Chapter III,
is estimated to be better than about 3 percent for photon energies
between about 4 key and the initial electron energy.
5. Electron Scattering Effects
Electron scattering effects in the chamber have been
minimized by using an aluminum inner chamber lining and by using
fairly long and narrow exit ports. However, for 30 degrees it
appears from the experimental results that electron scattering con-
siderably alters the detected photon spectra. The main contributions
to this distortion are the bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-
radiation produced as the scattered electrons strike the brass
collimator and beryllium foil window of the exit port. This is
partially accounted for by subtracting off the collodion target
spectra; however, the spectral distortion produced by scattering
from the target itself cannot be accounted for directly. The fraction
of beam electrons scattered by the (thin) targets into the exit port
at 30 degrees is estimated to be about 0. 002 percent for the 50 key
and 40 key runs and about 0. 004 percent for the 20 key runs. At
first glance, this effect would appear negligible; however, these
scattered electrons strike thick targets and thus produce non-
negligible radiations. The scattering at 50 degrees is estimated to
The Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory is based on the
substitution of free particle wave functions for Coulomb wave
functions in computing the necessary interaction matrix elements.
This substitution is valid rigorously only if Z/(137 p) < 1 where
P represents the ratio of the electron velocity to the velocity of
light before or after bremsstrahlung has been emitted. To check
this condition, consider electrons with initial energy of 50 kev:
Z = Z (50kev)
56.5
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be less by a factor of about 5 and appears to contribute very little
distortion in the experimental spectra at 50 degrees.
Another error occurs when electrons are backscattered
through the target and thus can interact a second time. However,
an estimate of this effect shows it to be less than about 0. 1
percent.
6. Overall Estimate
Combining these errors statistically, the overall error
is estimated to be about 6. 5 percent for the experimental spectra
between about 4 key and initial electron energy and for all angles
except 30 degrees. This error is in addition to inversion errors
which are shown for each figure and which have been estimated
conservatively; these errors have been discussed previously.
C. Discussion of Results and Conclusions
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For aluminum, this parameter becomes 0. 23 which is not negli-
gible compared with unity but might well be small enough to justify
use of the Born-approximation. However, for copper, silver, and
gold, this parameter is 0. 51, 0. 83, and 1. 38, respectively. It is
clear that in these cases the Born-approximation should not be
expected to give very good results. At 40 key for aluminum, copper,
silver, and gold, the parameter takes the values of 0. 25, 0.57, 0. 92,
and 1. 54, respectively. At 20 key for aluminum, copper, silver,
and gold, the values are 0. 35, 0. 78, 1. 26, and 2.12, respectively.
Therefore, Born-approximation theory might be expected to be use-
ful for aluminum and, to a lesser degree, for copper except near
the high (photon) energy limit since at this limit the final electron
velocity becomes too small to satisfy the Born-approximation criterion.
However, due to effects of electronic screening, near the low energy
limit the experimental cross section will necessarily be lower
than the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory which treats the problem of a
bare nucleus; this argument is discussed below with regards to
the Sommerfeld theory. Therefore, the' discrepancy between experi-
ment and theory at the low energy limit should be less for low Z
where the K shell radius is larger. Thus, due both to screening
effects and to the Born-approximation criterion, it is expected that
the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory will be more useful for low Z
targets. This feature is demonstrated roughly by comparing the
gold and aluminum data for 40 key in Figures 22 and 25. The
steeper aluminum spectra are somewhat closer in shape and in
absolute value to the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory than the gold
spectra although neither agrees satisfactorily. The Z2 dependence
as predicted by the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory does not appear to
be entirely correct, since in units of Z2 the intensity spectra for
aluminum tend to be somewhat higher than for gold. The Sauter-
Bethe-Heitler theory fails at the high energy limit for any initial
electron energy since at this limit the final electron velocity
approaches zero. This violation of the Born-approximation crite-
rion at the high energy limit gives rise to a smooth drop to zero
intensity as this limit is approached rather than the experimentally
observed abrupt drop to zero.
The angular distribution of photons of energy near the
upper limit shows peaking forward of 900, e.g., for gold at 40
key the peak is predicted to be at about 620 and the observed value
0is about 59 . The angular distribution of photons near the low energy
limit is predicted to peak at about 00 which is as observed. Neither
the high- nor low-energy angular distribution predicted by the
Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory is satisfactory with regards to absolute
value. In fact the experimental results are quantitatively so differ-
ent from the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory at the energies of interest
that to describe the discrepancies in detail would appear confused
if not meaningless.
2. Sommerfeld Theory
The basic limitations of the Sommerfeld theory stem
from three approximations made in its derivation: (1) the use of
the non-relativistic Schroedinger equation; (2) the assumption of a
pure (unscreened) Coulomb field for the target atom; and
(3) the neglect of retardation effects due to the dipole approxima-
tion. The first limitation clearly restricts the Sommerfeld theory
to incident electrons of non-relativistic energies. If a somewhat
conventional interpretation of the condition p 1 is taken, i.e.,
that P should be - 0. 1, this criterion is satisfied only for elec-
trons with energies of about 2. 6 kev or less. Even in the case
of an electron energy of 20 key, which is the lowest initial elec-
tron energy used in this work, p is about 0. 27; for 40 key and 50
key P is about 0. 37 and 0. 41, respectively. It is clear, then,
that for this work the non-relativistic criterion is not satisfied
rigorously; however, based only on the non-relativistic limitation
of the Sommerfeld theory it is expected that the 20 key results
should agree somewhat better with the theory than the 40 key or
50 key results.
The assumption of a bare nucleus in this theory simpli-
fies its derivation enormously but ignores the effects of electronic
screening. As shown in Chapter II for this work, screening is
indeed not negligible. In fact, in their numerical evaluation of the
Sommerfeld theory, Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann have included a
screening correction based on Sauter' s non-relativistic Born-
approximation theory (see Chapter II) at the low energy limit since
it is at this limit where screening effects are most important.
That this is true can be shown by the following semi-classical
argument: Low energy photons are emitted when the electron
transfers small fractions of its momentum to the nucleus, i. e., for
large classical impact parameters. But for impact parameters
larger than the atomic K shell radius the nuclear charge will be
screened by the atomic electrons; indeed, for impact parameters
larger than the outer electron shell radius the nuclear field will be
almost completely screened. Therefore, electronic screening keeps
the bremsstrahlung intensity finite at the low energy limit;
conversely, the bare nucleus assumption used by Sommerfeld leads
to divergence at the low energy limit. The Z dependence and initial
electron energy dependence for screening has been discussed in
Chapter II. In order to neglect screening it was argued that the
de Broglie wavelength, X, of the electron should be (much) smaller
than the K shell radius. This implies then that screening becomes
more important for high Z, where the K shell radius is smaller,
and for low energy electrons where the de Broglie wavelength is
larger.
The physics of retardation was discussed in considerable
detail in Chapter II. Since retardation becomes important when the
photon wavelength is not large compared with the source size, it
is clear that for any given initial electron energy the dipole approxi-
mation will be worse at the high (photon) energy limit than at the
low energy limit. With regard to the Z dependence of retardation,
consider the following: For a given initial electron energy, the
momentum transfer to the nucleus is uniquely associated with a
photon energy. However, a given momentum transfer would occur
at a larger classical impact parameter in the case of high Z since
in this case the Coulomb force would be stronger for a given dis-
tance from the nucleus than in the case of low Z. It would then
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appear that since the effective source size for a given emitted
photon energy is smaller for low Z than for high Z, the dipole
approximation should agree better with experiment for low Z than
for high Z.
As can be seen in Figures 19 through 27, the general
spectral shape is fairly well represented by the Sommerfeld theory.
However, as also observed by Motz and Placious (Ml. 58) the theory
underestimates the data at the forward angles and overestimates the
data for the larger angles. Moreover, the Sommerfeld theory pre-
dicts an angular distribution which for all photon energies is symmet-
ric about 900. As was pointed out previously, this is quite contrary
to experiment where low energy photons peak at about 00 and high
energy photons peak at about 500 to 700 for electron energies used
here. As was also mentioned above, considerably better agreement
was found by using the relativistic correction factor (1 - f cos )- 2
due to Motz and Placious. The remainder of this section will be
devoted to this relativistically-corrected Sommerfeld theory, herein-
after denoted by SRC.
There are at least three notable features demonstrated
by the experimental intensity spectra presented here: (1) the
experimental intensities are consistently lower than the SRC
theory, (2) the experimental spectra for gold at all three energies
appear to be flatter than predicted by the SRC theory, and (3) the
low Z spectra, especially aluminum, appear to be steeper than
predicted by the SRC theory. Except for the low Z data at 300
where electron scattering has distorted the spectra and also for the
40 key aluminum data at 500, the experimental cross sections are
lower than the SRC theory over the entire spectrum for all energies,
angles, and target materials.
Motz and Placious (Ml. 58) in their experiment using
50 key electrons with gold and aluminum targets did not observe
this trend. Instead, they found in the case of gold that their
experimental intensities were up to 40 percent lower than theory
(SRC) except near the peak angle where the data agreed with theory
within their experimental error of about 10 to 15 percent. In the
case of aluminum, they found the spectral shape to be somewhat
different from theory below about 900 showing discrepancies up to
about -30 percent to + 40 percent with respect to the SRC theory;
for angles of 900 and over they found the experimental values to be
lower than the SRC theory by up to about 50 percent.
The flatness of the gold spectra presented here, espe-
cially noticeable in the 20 key and 50 key results, causes a larger
than average discrepancy between the experimental results and the
SRC in the low energy region. One likely reason for this departure
could be the increased screening effects for gold (Z = 79). The
screening correction used by Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann is based on
the non- relativistic Born- approximation bremsstrahlung theory of
Sauter. But for gold it has been shown, above, that the Born-
approximation criterion is not satisfied, being 1. 38, 1. 54, and 2. 12
for 50 key, 40 key, and 20 key, respectively. Therefore, the
Sauter screening correction for gold at these energies may well be
in error.
On the other hand, the steepness of the low Z data,
especially evident for aluminum and copper at 40 key, tends to
show better agreement (than for high Z) in the low photon energy
region of the spectrum but poorer agreement in the high energy
region. This may very well indicate further than the Sauter
screening correction is better for low Z.
It was suggested above that retardation effects should be
most important (1) for high Z and (2) at the high energy limit; there-
fore, the dipole approximation could be a source of the relative
flatness and steepness of the high Z and low Z data, respectively.
From the experimental results, it would then be concluded that the
dipole-approximation theory tends to overestimate the intensity and,
therefore, that calculation of the matrix elements to higher order
should decrease the predicted spectrum especially at the high energy
limit,
The angular distributions, although somewhat more
forceful in their presentation, are simply alternate displays of the
critical regions of the spectra discussed above. The SRC theory
predicts that for a given initial electron energy the high Z angular
distribution at the high energy limit should peak at a somewhat
smaller angle, by about 10 to 20 degrees, than for low Z. But as
is shown in Figures 28 through 33, the results of this experiment
show peaking which is fairly insensitive to Z: For 50 key the
experiment shows peaking at about 54 and 55 degrees for gold and
copper, respectively; for 40 key at about 59 and 56 degrees for gold
and aluminum, respectively; and for 20 key at about 69 and 66
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degrees for gold and copper, respectively. The results for gold,
for example, also show a movement of the distribution peak towards
900 as the initial electron energy is decreased; that is, the peak
shifts from about 55 degrees to about 70 degrees when the initial
electron energy is changed from 50 key to 20 key. This trend is
expected on the basis of the Sommerfeld theory, which predicts
900 symmetry for non-relativistic electron energies.
The energy spectra for gold shown in Figures 33, 34,
and 35 show fair agreement with the Sommerfeld theory. Strangely
enough, for 40 key and 50 key the experimental results are about 20
percent lower than the uncorrected Sommerfeld theory but about 25
percent lower than the SRC theory over the entire spectrum. For
20 key, the experimental results range from very little error at
the high energy limit to about 32 percent and 31 percent low compared
with the corrected and uncorrected theories, respectively.
In their 50 key energy spectrum for gold Motz and
Placious reported agreement with the SRC theory within experimental
error. In the case of aluminum, their energy spectrum agreed
within experimental error with the uncorrected Sommerfeld theory.
It should be pointed out here that the most crucial test of the theory
is in the comparison of the differential (in angle and energy) spectra
since for every integration performed some details in an incorrect
theory or in an incorrect set of data may be averaged out in such a
way that the integrated results appear satisfactory. To illustrate
this point, Motz and Placious proceed to integrate their energy
spectra over photon energy to get the total bremsstrahlung cross
The uncorrected Sommerfeld theory predicts a valuesection, a-,.
for a-/(a- 0Z 2) of about 5. 8, the SRC theory predicts about 6. 9, and
the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory predicts about 5. 3 for both
aluminum and gold in all three cases. Motz and Placious' data
yields 5. 5 t 0. 6 and 6. 7 t 0. 7 for aluminum and gold, respectively.
It is clear that even the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory, which (as has
been shown previously) is extremely out of place here, especially
for gold, apparently gives good answers for the total cross section.
It is also clear, however, that this does not justify its use in
predicting the differential cross section.
Summary
Just as it is quite obvious that the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler
theory agrees poorly with the experimental results presented here,
it is also quite obvious from the discussion above that the Born--
approximation criterion is violated, especially for silver and gold,
and therefore, that the use of the Sauter-Bethe-Heitler theory is
not justified here.
Although the Sommerfeld theory predicts the bremsstrahlung
spectral shape quite satisfactorily, this non-relativistic theory gives
an acceptable angular distribution only after it has been corrected
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approximately by the Motz-Placious factor, (1-P 0 cos 0)- . The
data presented here, however, indicate that in absolute value the
experimental intensities are on the average about 35 percent lower
than the SRC theory for all energies, angles, and target materials
used with a few exceptions as noted.
For 50 key where this present work overlaps with the
work of Motz and Placious, there appears to be some disagreement
in some aspects of the experimental results, mainly, for angles less
than 900. Motz and Placious use a somewhat larger chamber than
used here which should tend to decrease electron scattering problems.
However, the experimental intensities presented here are lower than
those of Motz and Placious especially at the forward angles (except
at 300 for low Z). It appears therefore that electron scattering does
not account for the differences.
It would then appear that much of the difference between
the results of this work and the work of Motz and Placious must be
attributed to the method in which the data was processed. As was
discussed in detail in Chapter IV, the method used here was based
on a semi-empirically derived response matrix. Using the IBM 709,
the inverse matrix was obtained and used subsequently to invert the
experimental pulse height spectra. This method was tested (1) by
forming the product of the response matrix with its inverse and
(2) by inverting four monoenergetic pulse height spectra. These
test results were satisfactory after some general qualifications regard-
ing finite bin width and matrix dimension. Furthermore, the data
processed by the ite ration method, which requires no inversion
procedures, yielded results similar in general shape and absolute
value as did data processed by the matrix method; such agreement
further increases confidence in the matrix method used here.
Motz and Placious used a perturbation-type procedure which can be
performed (with much labor) on a desk calculator; in this manner
they obtained a pulse-height-energy-dependent factor by which they
simply multiplied a given pulse height spectrum to get the corre-
sponding photon spectrum. Since Motz and Placious reported neither
if nor in what way their inversion method was tested, and since the
details of their method were discussed only very briefly, it is diffi-
cult to judge the merits or faults of their method directly in any
quantitative manner.
The fact remains, however, that the Sauter-Bethe-
Heitler theory is clearly off-limits in the energy range studied
here. Furthermore, the uncorrected Sommerfeld theory fails to
correctly predict the absolute intensity for all angles. Only when
the Sommerfeld theory is corrected approximately relativistically
does a trend appear between theory and experiment. Until such time
when a better mildly-relativistic theory appears or when sufficiently
numerous experimental results have been accumulated, for example,
in the electron energy range between 100 key and 500 key, the
Sommerfeld theory relativistically corrected by the Motz-Placious
factor, (1 - cos 0) 2, will probably remain as the most satis-
factory link between Sommerfeld' s non-relativistic theory and the
Sauter-Bethe-Heitler Born-approximation theory.
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A PP E ND IX A
The Statistics of Pulse Height Resolution
The purpose of the following discussion is to justify,
in a semi-quantitative manner, the choice of the Gaussian distri-
bution law to describe the photoelectric or total energy peak which
essentially is the pulse height spectrum for low (less than about
90 kev) energy photons. This discussion will include a very crude
statistical analysis of the basic processes occuring within the
detector.
Although the scintillation detector is almost twenty years
old, the fine details of the scintillation process or of the phototube
operation remain unexplained. Suffice it to say that the scintilla-
tion process is rigorously very complex; however, the basic
features in the process are known and are as follows:
(1) Transfer of photon energy to electron kinetic energy
which for low photon energies is due almost entirely to photoelectric
absorption in the crystal. In the general case the Compton inter-
action and pair production also contribute to this transfer step.
(2) Transfer of electron kinetic energy to the crystal
by ionization and excitation. (For high energy electrons, above
about 5 Mev, and for large crystals bremsstrahlung losses occur.)
In this transfer process a small percentage (about 6 percent) of the
energy appears as light photons with wavelengths within the high-
sensitivity region of the photomultiplier tube spectral response.
(3) Photoelectric conversion of these useable light
quanta at the phototube cathode. A typical efficiency for this
process is about 10 percent; that is, on the average 1 photo-
cathode electron is emitted for every 10 light quanta.
(4) Successive multiplication of these photocathode
electrons by the photomultiplier tube dynode structure and, finally,
collection of this charge pulse at the phototube anode. The dynode
multiplication factor (at each dynode) depends on the voltage between
the dynodes but, typically, is about 3. Loss of useable light
quanta due to imperfect crystal transparency and loss of photo-
cathode electrons in route to the first dynode due to imperfect
electrostatic focusing will be neglected in the discussion below.
It is reasonable to assume that finite pulse height resolu-
tion must have its origin in fluctuations involved in one or more of
these four basic processes. According to the fundamental distribu-
tion law obeyed by random phenomena, the Binomial distribution,
the root mean square deviation from the average value or
standard deviation, a- is given (E2.55) by
<r = (n (1-p))l/
where n is the average value of the distribution and p is the
elementary occurrence probability. This dependence of the dis-
tribution spread, a-, on the square root of the average value is
then characteristic of a completely-random statistical process
differing, for example, from the Gaussian distribution where the
standard deviation is a free parameter. Therefore, if pulse height
resolution is purely statistical, the spread of the pulse height photo-
peak should depend on the square root of the mean (peak) pulse
height.
In order to estimate the pulse height resolution on
purely statistical grounds it is advantageous to first consider the
average number of light quanta or electrons appearing at each step
of the detection process. The following experimental values are
typical for the parameters involved:
F = average number of useable light quanta produced in
the crystal per kev of incident photon energy
nf20 / key
g= average energy of useable light quanta, based on the
maximum sensitivity wavelength for phototube
3 ev
T= average photocathode Conversion (quantum)
efficiency
0. 10 (10 percent)
= average dynode multiplication factor (depends
strongly on dynode voltage)
S3
In the case of incident 6 key radiation the following average
numbers are then typical:
6F = 120 useable light quanta generated in the crystal
6FT = 12 photocathode electrons emitted
61F1d~= 36 electrons emitted from the first dynode
26MEd = 108 electrons emitted from the second dynode
6Ffi3 = 324 electrons emitted from the third dynode
6Fd 1 0 = 3150 electrons collected at the anode
Borrowing the relation between standard deviation and half-width
from the normal distribution the resolution, as defined in Chapter
IV, can be written as
R = 235. 4 (1-p) 1/2 1/2 percent (1)
where N is the average value of the distribution variable and p
is the elementary probability of occurrence.
Since it is assumed that these experimental numbers
listed above are the average values of statistically fluctuating
variables, the overall resolution will depend on the cascade-
statistics of all the steps involved. The theoretical efforts which
have been made with regards to this extremely complex statistics
problem have been summarized and extended somewhat by
Beres (B4. 59). A rough approximation to this problem will be
made here by considering each step separately and then averaging
these results. Therefore, if the light quanta fluctuation were the
only statistical process, for 6 key radiation
R = 235.4 (1-p 1/2 120)1/2
To estimate p1 assume all the photon energy is divided among 3 ev
(g) light quanta; then, p is given by
p, = 120 / (6000/3)
= 0. 06
hence
R 1 20.7 percent
Similarly, if all processes are assumed non-random except photo-
cathode conversion, then
R 2 = 235.4 (1-0.10)1/2 (12)1 /2
= 64.7 percent
where p 2 has been set to 0. 10 (T). Also, if the first dynode
multiplication is now considered the only fluctuating process,
R3 = 38.8 percent
where p 3 has been estimated by assuming all the photocathode-
electron kinetic energy (200 ev) could be used to liberate photo-
electrons and that p 3 measures the actual liberation efficiency;
therefore,
p3 ..' 3 / (200 ev/1. 5 ev)
^' 0. 023
where the dynode work function has been taken as 1. 5 ev. After
calculating the other separate resolutions in a similar manner the total
resolution can be crudely estimated by taking a root mean square
average of these resolutions; this gives
R rs 80 percent
This value is in rough agreement with the experimentally measured
value of about 65 percent for 6 key radiation. Indeed, although this
calculation is not rigorous, this value agrees with experiment well
within the estimates made for the crystal, photocathode, and dynode
transfer parameters. It is obvious from this calculation or by
inspection of the resolution formula (Equation (1)) that the resolu-
tion is mainly governed by the least number (average) of light
quanta or electrons in the cascade process being in this case the
number of photocathode electrons.
The appearance of asymmetric photopeaks in the experi-
mental pulse height spectra for low energy (less than about 20 kev)
radiation motivated an initial attempt to explain these spectra in a
purely statistical manner. For simplicity the Poisson distribution
which can be derived from the Binomial distribution in the limit
as p -+0, was chosen as the basic statistical law; since the
elementary occurrence probability is small compared to unity for
all four steps, this choice is reasonable. The Poisson distribu-
tion is, therefore, also a one-parameter distribution, the standard
deviation being related to the average value n as
= (")1/2
The pulse height linearity with respect to the incident radiation
energy was carefully checked experimentally and was found to be
satisfactory within experimental error between 6 and 123 key.
Taylor et al (T3. 5 1) have reported NaI(Tl) is very linear for
electrons down to about 1 key. Therefore, the energy calibration
obtained in this work could be linearly extrapolated to 1 key with
reasonable confidence. Since the mean value of the pulse height
distribution, k, is proportional to energy
K = (Ffd10 E) a2 E
Then the overall resolution can be expressed as
R = 235.4 / (a2 E)/2
= (235.4 / a) E-1/2 = constant x El/2
However, it was found that this relation is not satisfied by
experimental measurements. Instead, the resolution appears to obey
the following empirical relation
R = (26000/E + 125)1/2 (2)
A
This additional term can probably best be interpreted as evidence
of a non-statistical contribution to the overall resolution since,
even if a completely rigorous etae4eeoanalysis were carried through,
it is difficult to imagine any purely statistical solution which would
yield a finite distribution spread of about 11 percent for infinite
energy. This behavior has also been observed by many other
investigators but has never been fully explained. In fact, a
rigorous analysis of the general detector statistics is an almost
impossible task, in practice, due to manufacturing non-uniformities
in the crystal and phototube. Furthermore, a recent computer
calculation for the photomultiplier statistics of a one-photocathode-
electron event has shown that the dynode multiplication process is,
indeed, not Poisson-distributed (L2.61).
In view of these experimental discrepancies, it was
decided to use the Gaussian or normal distribution to describe the
photopeaks where the free standard deviation parameter, as a func-
tion of energy, is assigned values deduced from the empirical rela-
tion of Equation (2) above. It is clear, however, that this approach
will not account for the observed asymmetry of the very low energy
(less than about 20 kev) photopeaks; however, this normal distribu-
tion fit is about as consistent a description as can be given in the
light of present knowledge and past observation.
A PP E N DIX B
Response Matrix
PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE RESPONSE OF A SCINTILLATION DETECTOR IN
THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 0 TO 60 KEV. SEMI-EMPIRICAL FIT TO A
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. RESOLUTION CALCULATED BY COMPUTER USING AN
EMPIRICALLY DEDUCED RELATION (SEE STATEMENT 15 OF MAIN PROGRAM).
RESPONSE MATRIX CORRECTED FOR WINDOW ABSORPTION. IODINE K ESCAPE
AND XTAL EFFICIENCY. COLUMN SUMS (SUMRM IN PROGRAM) SHOULD BE
1.0 OR LESS.
INPUT DATA ARE MASS ABS. COEFFS. FOR BE (T), AL (U)t AND NAI (V),
W, AND PE.
W(I) = BIN WIDTH IN KEV EQUAL TO 1.29 X STD. DEV.
CENTER ENERGY IN KEV OF COLUMN J
PERCENT RESOLUTION FOR PHOTOPEAK IN COLUMN J
STD. DEV. OF PHOTOPEAK IN COLUMN J
CENTER ENERGY IN KEV OF ROW I
PERCENT RESOLUTION OF ESCAPE PEAK IN COLUMN
STD. DEV. OF ESCAPE PEAK IN COLUMN J
K ESCAPE FRACTION FOR INCIDENT PHOTON OF ENE
ARE RESPONSE MATRIX ELEMENTS
E MATRIX INVERSE TO BE DONE BY XSIMEQF BUILT-
THE INVERSE MATRIX ELEMENTS
RGY PE (J)
IN SUBROUTINE
INVERSION
PRODT ARE
TESTED BY FORMING MATRIX PRODUCT OF RM AND TM
THE PRODUCT MATRIX ELEMENTS
DIMENSION T(12), U(12), V(12)
Q(12)9 EE(12), RE(12)9 SE(12)t
C(12912)9 D(12ol2)9 RM(121l2),
E(12), PRODT(12,12)
, PE(12). W(12), RP(12), SP(12),
P(12), GXP(12912)9 GXE(12,12),
SUMRM(12), TM(12#12), B(12,12)t
PE(J) x
RP(J) =
SP(J) =
Q(I) =
RE(J) =
SE(J)
P(J) IS
RM( IJ)
RESPONS
TM ARE
11
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2d
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Vo PE, W
26000.0/PE(J) + 125.0
PE(J) / 235.4
READ 47, T, U,
DO 21 J = 1,12
RP(J) = SQRTF
SP(J) = RP(J) *
Q(J) = PE(J)
EE(J) = 1.0
RE(J) = 1.0
SE(J) = 1.0
P(J) = 0.0
DO 26 J = 9,12
EE(J) = PE(J) -
PE(J) = SQRTF
SE(J) = RE(J) *
P(J) = 0.5*( 1. .0 + V(J)/6.0))
DO 38 J = 1,12
DO 38 I = 1,12
GXP(IJ) = 0.5*( ((PE(J) - Q(Il))/SP(J))**2.0
GXE(I#J) = 0.5*( ((EE(J) - Q(I))/SE(J))**2.0
C(I#J) = 1.0
D(I.J) = 1.0
IF( GXP(I#J) - 10.0 ) 35, 34, 34
C(ItJ) = 0.0
IF( GXE(IJ) - 10.0 ) 37, 36, 36
D(IJ) 0.0
RM(IJ) = ( 0.399/SP(J)*C(IJ)*(1.0 - P(J))*EXPF( -GXP(I,J)
1 + 0.399/SE(J)*D(IJ)*P(J)*EXPF( -GXE(IJ) ) ) * W(I)
28.5
26000.0/EE(J) + 125.0
EE(J) / 235.4
0 - (6.O/V(J) * LOGF(1
i ~
2*EXPF(-O.0411*T(J)-0.00027*U(J))*( l.0 - EXPF(-2.33*V(J))
38 CONTINUE
39 FORMAT ( 4F8*3 )
41 DO 45 J = 1,12
42 SUMRM(J) = 0.0
43 DO 45 I = 1,12
45 SUMRM(J) = SUMRM(J) + RM(IJ)
46 FORMAT ( 4E18.9
47 FORMAT ( 6F8.2 )
48 FORMAT ( 4F12.5
49 PRINT 48, To U, V, PE, W9 RP, SP, SUMRM
50 DO 54 I = 1,12
51 DO 54 J = 1,12
53 TM(I#J) = RM(IJ)
5801 B(IJ) = 0.0
54 CONTINUE
DO 62 J = 1,12
P(JtJ) = 1.0
E(J) = 0.0
62 CONTINUE
A = 1.0
M = XSIMEQF ( 12# 12, 12, TM, B. A. E
63 DO 68 1 = 1,12
64 DO 68 J = 112
65 PRODT(I#J) = 0.0
66 DO 68 K = 1,12
67 PRODT(I,J
68 CONTINUE
PRINT 75
72 PRINT 46,
PRINT 46,
PUNCH 48,
PUNCH 46,
75 FORMAT (
CALL EXIT
END
= PRODT(I,J) + RM(IK) * TM(KJ)
,M
RM, TM, PRODT
A
I
RM,
RM,
2 )
TM, PRODT
TM
89
TOTAL 89*
RESPONSE MATRIX WITH 1.29 SIGMA BIN WIDTHS
COLUMN 1
0.41353
COLUMN 2
0.19749
COLUMN 3
0.03159
0.00755
COLUMN 4
0.00245
0.22179
COLUMN 5
0.00011
0.50998
0. 0.
0.18122
0.47360
0.20673
0.00467
0.
0.
0.20992
0.
O.
0.49824
0.
0.
0.21202
0.
0.
0.02905
0.00940
0.00641
0.
0.
0.21807
0.
0.
0.50789
0.
0.
0.21480
0.
0.03009
0.00857
0.00204
0.22363
COLUMN 7
0.
0.02777
0.01062
COLUMN 8
0.
0.00147
0.22497
COLUMN 9
0.09450
0.00003
0.35516
COLUMN 10
0.00096
0.04389
0.16150
0.00178
0.22426
0.00006
0.51048
00
00
0.21759
0.00003
0.03445
0.01864
0.00793
0.06824
0.00095
0.16667
0.02834
0.01011
0.00161
0.22525
0.
0.00005
0.51169
0.
0.00037
0.15188
0.00003
0.13452
0.01956
0.00863
0.00008
0.51135
0.
0.
0.21752
0.
0.
0.02734
0.01105
0.15198
0.00095
0.15670
0.01095
0.00114
0.37835
COLUMN 6
0.
0.21604
0.
COLUMN 12
0.00260
0.00612 0.02125
I No
0.00006
0.10483
3.17126
0.00114
0.02197
0.39963
0s.01424
0.00131
0.17575
0.02583
0.00000
0.08494
0.00013
0.05943
COLUMN 11
0.00000
0.07528
0.02040
0.17991 0.41946
A PPE NDIX C
Inverted Response Matrix
1S2
INVERSE MATRIX
COLUMN 1
3.06656
0.19013
0.01748
-1.48024
-0.09713
-0.00810
0.74301
0.04901
0.00965
-0.37346
-0.02438
-0.00136
COLUMN 2
-1.49191
-0.45720
-0.04203
3.41823
0.23357
0.01948
-1.78220
-0.11786
-0.00877
COLUMN 3
0.48524
0.90702
0.08341
-1.57324
-0.46349
-0.03866
3.36915
0.23388
0.01741
-1.77553
-0.11636
-0.00650
COLUMN 4
-0.13937
-1.78187
-0.16462
0.57805
0.91436
0.07630
-1.54994
-0.46157
-0.03435
COLUMN 5
0.02239
3.33338
0.32809
-0.27763
-1.81206
-0.15207
0.57155
0.91940
0.06847
-1.51530
-0.45768
-0.02558
0*89791
0.05864
0.00328
3*31201
0.22965
0.01283
COLUMN 6
0.03601
-1.55582
-0.65592
0.27075
3.38150
0.30405
-0.24441
-1.82591
-0.13690
COLUMN 7
-0.09863
0.56220
1.31799
-0.45073
-1.64967
-0.61142
0.18888
3.40944
0.27531
-0.07844
-1.82482
-0.10286
COLUMN 8
0.20497
-0.17006
-2.62300
0.86614
0.71106
1.22604
-0.27520
-1.66876
-0.55252
-0.16295
3.38397
0.20645
COLUMN 9
-0.38402
-0.00226
4.88296
-1.60374
-0.44373
-2.45643
0.48503
0.73523
1.11558
0.45142
-1.62474
-0.41719
COLUMN 10
0.17800
0.26358
-2.32857
0.78422
0.46622
4.55245
-0.31619
-0.43621
-2.23134
-1.15202
0.60792
0.84141
1)3
0.50029
0.91441
0.05115
COLUMN 11
-0.06816
-0.35737
0.88400
-0.29576
-0.83084
-2.13746
0.11598
0.53822
4.13686
0.59969
-0.21558
-1.68941
COLUMN 12
0.01444
0.12592
-0.18927
0.06396
0.37521
0.65426
-0.02811
-0.56653
-164700
-0.18888
-0.07811
3.06065
i 4(34
I- 7
AP PEND I X D
Product Matrix
isri
PRODUCT MATRIX
COLUMN 1
1.00000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 2
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
1.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
COLUMN 3
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 4
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
1.00000
-0.00000
-0e00000
COLUMN 5
0.00000
1.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0e00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 6
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
1.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
COLUMN 7
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 8
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
-0.00000
COLUMN 9
0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 10
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
1.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-1 s(
COLUMN 11
0.000c0
0.00000
0.00000
0.000000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
-0.000000
0.00000
0.00000
COLUMN 12
-0.000000
-0.000000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1.00000
A P PEND IX E
Data Reduction Program
198
C PROGRAM TO REDUCE EXPERIMENTAL PULSE HEIGHT SPECTRA TO
C PHOTON SPECTRA USING MATRIX INVERSION METHOD
C SYMBOLS USED IN PROGRAM ---- RMINV - INVERSE MATRIX.
C W - BIN WIDTHS, BG - BACKGROUND (TIME-DEPENDENT), C AND D -
C DUMMY CONTROL VARIABLES, KK - ANALYZER CHANNELS AT BIN BOUNDARIES,
C A AND B - FRACTION OF BIN ABOVE AND BELOW, RESPECTIVELY, CHANNEL KK,
C DCOLL - COLLODION DATA. GCOLL - GROUPED COLLODION DATA, DTARG -
C TARGET DATA, GTARG - GROUPED TARGET DATA, PTARG - INVERTED TARGET
C DATA, PE - BIN CENTER ENERGY , TLT - ANALYZER LIVETIME, TIME-
C LENGTH OF RUN IN MINUTES, CHARGE - BEAM CHARGE IN MICROCOULOMBS,
C THICK - TARGET THICKNESS IN MICROGRAMS PER SQUARED CENTIMETER,
C 0 - Z SQUARED DIVIDED BY A.
C
10 DIMENSION RMINV(12,12). W(12), BG(12)9 C(12), D(12), KK(13),
1 A(12), B(12), DCOLL(250), GCOLL(12), DTARG(250). GTARG(12),
2 PTARG(12), PE(12)
11 COMMON KK, A. B
13 READ 52, RMINV
14 READ 53, W, BG, C, Do PE
15 READ 54, KK
16 READ 53, A, B
PRINT 53, W, BG, C, D, PE, A, B
C NEXT READ COLLODION DATA FOR SUBTRACTION
17 READ 57
18 READ 51, TLT, TIME, CHARGE
READ 54, MM
DO 100 J = 1,250
1D912
100 DCOLL(J) = 0.0
19 READ 55# ( DCOLL(J), J 1MM
20 CALL GROUP ( DCOLL, GCOLL
21 DO 22 J 1,12
22 GCOLL(J) = ( GCOLL(J)/TLT - TIME*BG(J) ) / (CHARGE*C(J))
30 PRINT 57
PRINT 55, DCOLL
31 PRINT 65, GCOLL
32 PUNCH 52, GCOLL
C NOW READY TO READ IN TARGET DATA
33 READ 58
34 READ 56, TLT, TIME, CHARGE, THICK, Q
3401 READ 51, AA
C AA IS A CONTROL CODE NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH THE IF STATEMENT AT
C THE END OF THIS PROGRAM ( STATEMENT NO. 50 ) . A VALUE FOR
C AA OF -1.0 CALLS FOR ANOTHER ENERGY AND/OR ANOTHER ANGLE,
C 0.0 CALLS FOR ANOTHER TARGET, AND +1.0 CALLS FOR EXIT .
DO 200 J = 1,250
200 DTARG(J) = 0.0
35 READ 55, ( DTARG(J), J = 1MM
36 CALL GROUP ( DTARG, GTARG I
37 DO 39 J = 1,12
38 GTARG(J) = C GTARG(J)/TLT - TIME*BG(J) ) / ( CHARGE*D(J)
1 - GCOLL(J)
39 CONTINUE
40 DO 46 J = 1,12
341 PTARG(J) = 0.0
42 DO 44 K = 1,12
43 PTARG(J) = PTARG(J) + RMINV(JK) * GTARG(K)
44 CONTINUE
45 PTARG(J) = PTARG(J)*PE(J) / ( W(J)*Q*THICK*3.99
46 CONTINUE
47 PRINT 58
PRINT 55, DTARG
48 PRINT 65, GTARG, PTARG
49 PUNCH 52, GTARG, PTARG
50 IF ( AA) 17, 33, 59
C
51 FORMAT ( 4F9.3
52 FORMAT ( 4E18.9 )
53 FORMAT ( 6F8.2 )
54 FORMAT C 1314
55 FORMAT C 10F7.0
56 FORMAT ( 5F9.3 )
5-7 FORMAT ( 50H
58 FORMAT C 50H
65 FORMAT ( 4F12.5
59 CALL EXIT
60 END
SUBROUTINE GROUP ( DATA, X
C SUBROUTINE TO GROUP PULSE HEIGHT DATA INTO 12 BINS FOR REDUCTION
C
1983
4.
10 DIMENSION DATA(250), X(12), KK(13), A(12), B(12)
COMMON KK, A, B
11 DO 20 I = 1,12
12 LL = KK(I)
13 LU = KK(I+1)
14 MA = LL + 1
15 MB = LU - 1
16 X(I) = A(I) * DATA(LL) + B(I) * DATA(LU)
17 DO 19 J = MA, MB
18 X(I) = X(I) + DATA(J)
19 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
21 RETURN
22 END
TOTAL 93*
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